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As we all know, things can be rather clear or rather fuzzy. Most
of us definitely prefer when the things are clear, but this time
it will be simply different, as the leading topic of the PenTest
edition you are looking at is Fuzzing. Fuzzed or not, let’s have
a closer look at what we have prepared for you this time.
The mentioned section of this issue is about to introduce you
into the tricks of Fuzzing technique. Prasanna Kanagasabai
and Kartikeya Puri provides us with some knowledge about
Web Application Fuzzing. If you are keen on learning about
the Security Fuzzers tools or Pywebfuzz, a python-based
fuzzing framework, jump to the page 6.
Our next new author, Joshua Wright will bring you a dose
of useful information concerning the Fuzzing in a Penetration
Test. In his article, Josh will try to convince you that not only is
the Fuzzing used for bug discovery in a lab environment, but
can also be used in a penetration testing role.
If you are a newbie to a fuzzing, and would like to start the
fuzzing adventure from the very beginning, we recommend
you to read the article by Aniket Kulkarni, who brought us the
first article out of three-part series, in which he describes the
very basics of Fuzzing.
For those of you who are interested in reverse engineering,
we recommend looking on the page 28, where Jonathan
Brossard gives us literally a vast (10 pages of article!)
information about new Pmcma tool (Post Memory Corruption
Memory Analysis), so if there is anything you don’t know
about it, you will surely find it in this article.
The next article to be recommended is Common Database
Issues to Look at in Penetration Testing, delivered to us by
Srinivasan Sundara Rajan. Short, but stuffed with the loads
of practical information, would be of a great value for those,
whose area of interest are both database and pentesting.
Finally, we are happy to announce, that we can give you
the first article by our new columnist, Shane MacDougall. In
his article, Shane talks about Social Engineering, focusing on
On-Site attacks. Believe me, or not, some of his words made
me have some afterthoughts about considering myself as a
professional.
For the closing of this month’s issue, we’ve chosen an
interview with David Vaughn, very experienced IT security
professional.
We hope, you will find this issue of PenTest compelling and
worthful.
Thank you all for your great support and invaluable help.

Mathematical formulas created by Design Science MathType™

Enjoy reading!
Maciej Kozuszek
& PenTest Team

DISCLAIMER!

The techniques described in our articles may only
be used in private, local networks. The editors
hold no responsibility for misuse of the presented
techniques or consequent data loss.
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Web Application
Fuzzing And Positive Validation

A Security Fuzzer is a tool designed to provide random data
(fuzzing testing) to an application and record the reaction
of the application. In the context of web application testing,
fuzzing means testing especially for buffer overflows, parameter
validation encoding and error handling.

T

he results of a fuzzing test reveals application
vulnerabilities, which range from juicy stuff, like
improper user supplied data sanitizing, failed
boundary checks, up to apparently harmless disclosure
of application environment details, such as OS version,
Application Server version, database details and even
private IP disclosure.

Introduction

all of the HTTP methods implemented by a web-server
and the hidden Easter egg pages, as in PHP.
A fuzzer can be effective in checking for input
validation failure based attacks like, SQLi, XSS,
parameter tampering, just to name a few. Some of the
most prominent fuzzer that are available are:
•
•
•

SPIKE Proxy
Wapiti
WebScarab

The term fuzzing originates from Barton Miller, a
professor at the University of
Wisconsin. His work was to Listing 1. Operations supported by Pywebfuzz
find faults in UNIX systems by
injecting them with random data url_encode(User_String)
url_decode(Encoded_String)
until they crashed and is the basis full_url_encode(User_String)
fullurl_decode(Encoded_String)
for the field of fuzzing.
base64_encode(User_String)
base64_decode(Encoded_String)
The paper was titled, Operating hex_encode(User_String)
hex_decode(Encoded_String)
System Utility Program Reliability hex_entity_encode(User_String)
hexentity_decode(Encoded_String)
– The Fuzz Generator.
unicode_encode(User_String)
unicode_decode(Encoded_String)
The biggest advantage of escape_xml(User_String)
rot13_decode(Encoded_String)
fuzzing is quickly covering large md5_hash(User_String)
amounts of ground, by finding sha1_hash(User_String)
potential fault zones, which sqlchar_encode(User_String)
can then be furthered tested decimal_convert(User_String)
exhaustively.
decimal_entity_encode(User_String)
The advantage of a fuzzer is a rot13_encode(User_String)
very efficient way of finding faults
in a web infrastructure, like finding
06/2011 (6) October
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•
•
•

OWASP JBROFUZZ
Burp Intruder
SPI Fuzzer

Though some of these tools are great fuzzer’s and
definitely produce results that are of great quality,
there is sometimes a need for script based fuzzer,
which allows the flexibly of creating your test scripts
and changing some of the parameters that need to
be tested very easily. The other major advantage of
using a script based fuzzer is automation. The process
of fuzzing could be automated and be able to cover a
large section of code.
This paper focuses on two sections: First is a webbased fuzzing, using the script based fuzzer known
as Pywebfuzz, and looking at some of its features and
uses; The next section consists of the scripts that we

used in our assessments. Next, I will show you how to
positively validate the attacks and finding bugs that were
missed, since our aim is to identify the vulnerabilities as
accurately as possible.
When testing large applications, it may be helpful
to mix up fuzzing with some mechanism that provides
feedback on your testing. This is especially true for
SQL injections, where the impact of an undiscovered
vulnerability may be severe. We are going to introduce
you to some of the techniques that can come handy
while testing.

Pywebfuzz

Pywebfuzz is a python-based fuzzing framework.
This module has been developed and maintained by,
Nathan Hamiel. Pywebfuzz also includes, FUZZDB,
which is a python-based fuzzing framework that is like
a huge and collection of attack payloads.
Pywebfuzz can be broken into 3 major
sections.
• Making requests
• Payloads
• Encoding requests

Making Requests

Pywebfuzz supports making requests by
using the python core library URLlib2.
The GET method is the default HTTP
method used by Pywebfuzz.
from pywebfuzz import utils

location = „http://google.com”
header, content = utils.make_
request(location)

The header contains the headers and
content has the HTML response from
the server. POST data can be easily
performed by using :
from pywebfuzz import utils
location = „http://xyz.com”

postdata = „username=abc&pw=cab”
headers,content = utils.make_

request(location, method=”POST”,
postdata=postdata)

Figure 1. Mind-map depicting all of the classes and methods in the „fuzzdb”
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Listing 2. Part of the fuzzer
from pywebfuzz import encoderlib, utils

baseurl = "http://xyz.com/"
resource= "Hello World"

postdata = "name='prasanna'&val=1"
headers = {"Host": "xyz.com",

"User-Agent": "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; U; Linux i686; en-US; rv:1.9.2.3) Gecko/20100423 Firefox/
3.6.3",

"Accept": "text/html,application/xhtml+xml,application/xml;q=0.9,*/*;q=0.8",
"Accept-Language": "en-us,en;q=0.5",
"Keep-Alive": "115",

"Connection": "keep-alive",

"Referer": "http://foo.com",
"Cookie": "login=true;

garbageCollection=XXB2011-XX-11-12.XX.50.583000; ECLIENTJSESSIONID=XX

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX"}

flag = 0

encoders = ["url_encode","full_url_encode","base64_encode","hex_encode","hex_entity_encode","unicode_encode"]
def check(val,htm):

x = "SECRET VAL"

if htm.find(x) < 0:

print "ATTACK SUCCESSFUL :The encoding to be done is ", val

flag = 1

def encon():

print "Encoder Fuzzer Starting >> ....."
for x in encoders:

enres = getattr(encoderlib,x)(resource)
location = baseurl+enres

headers, content = utils.make_request(location, method="POST", postdata=postdata, headers=headers)
check(x,content)

if flag == 1:

break

if __name__ == "__main__":

encon()

Sample Output: (Output of the fuzzer)
Encoder Fuzzer Starting >> .....
http://xyz.com/Hello%20World

http://xyz.com/%48%65%6c%6c%6f%20%57%6f%72%6c%64
http://xyz.com/SGVsbG8gV29ybGQ=

http://xyz.com/48656c6c6f2576f726c64

http://xyz.com/&#x48;&#x65;&#x6c;&#x6c;&#x6f;&#x20;&#x57;&#x6f;&#x72;&#x6c;&#x64
;

http://xyz.com/%u0048%u0065%u006c%u006c%u006f%u0020%u0057%u006f%u0072%u006c%u0064
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Payloads

Pywebfuzz uses the Fuzzdb to create the payloads.
The payloads can get bit messy as the names have
been re-named to resolve any namespace conflicts with
the fuzzdb module. The whole Fuzzdb can be imported
in full or the specific modules can be imported into your
own scripts according to your particular needs. Some
of the modules have values as a pair, like default HTTP
username/password, they have to be split before use,
for example:
from pywebfuzz import fuzzdb

userpass = fuzzdb.wordlists_user_passwd.generic_

listpairs.http_default_userpass

for item in userpass:

up = item.split(„ „)
user = up[0]

password = up[1]

The fuzzdb is a fairly large collection of payloads
broadly divided into five major divisions and multiple
subdivisions. We have created a mind-map to depict
all of the classes and methods in the fuzzdb. The
point we like to make at this stage is, the return from
many of the classes in fuzzdb, are in the format of a
python list. The advantage of the list is it can easily be
reiterate through adding an even greater advantage,
because it is a list we could append our own custom

Listing 3. Verify HTTP methods Supported by an App
from pywebfuzz import utils, fuzzdb

location = "http://google.com"

for x in fuzzdb.attack_payloads.http_protocol.http_protocol_methods:
try:

headers, content = utils.make_request(location,method=x)
print headers, content

except:

print "ERROR", x

Listing 4. Simple Test of a parameter to determine if a SQL Injection attack can be performed
from Pywebfuzz import util’s, fuzzdburl=http://10.0.0.2/HacmeBank_v2_Website/aspx/Login.aspx?function=Welcome

headers = {"Host": "10.0.0.2",

"User-Agent": "Mozilla/5.0 (X11; U; Linux i686; en-US; rv:1.9.2.3) Gecko/20100423 Firefox/
3.6.3",

"Accept": "text/html,application/xhtml+xml,application/xml;q=0.9,*/*;q=0.8",
"Accept-Language": "en-us,en;q=0.5",
"Keep-Alive": "115",

"Connection": "keep-alive",

"Referer": "http://10.0.0.2",

"Cookie": "ASPSESSIONIDQQRTTRTC=AKINLDHAALLJPDFHDLMMGJPK; ASP.NET_SessionId=oixzi345yjdj3v45t
awkhmaz; Admin=false; CookieLoginAttempts=4"}

const = "myfuzzer-"
num = 1230

for x in fuzzdb. attack_payloads.sql_injection.exploit.mysql_injection_login_bypass:

post = "__VIEWSTATE=dDwtMTQyOTYyODY5Mjs7PiLpnbF74niW5jXL14%2FXBeU1j6Ei&txtUserName="+x+const+str(num)+"&txtP
assword=s&btnSubmit=Submit"

content = utils.make_request(url,method="POST",postdata=post)
print content

num=num+1
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attack strings, which could be very helpful in creating a
more successful fuzzing framework.

Encoding Requests

Encoding plays a very large role in web application
testing, thus creating a need for a module to handle
encoding. Pywebfuzz supports the following operations:
see Listing 1.
In a recent assignment, encoding played a large
role in fuzzing with very successful results. We were
testing an application and intercepting the proxy in
front of it. The main page in the application would
POST information to the conformation page, which
would do some important function. The response
from main page would be intercepted and have a
challenge added, such that only after a successful
pass of the challenge would the parameters from
the main page be sent to the confirmation page.
Any attempts to directly POST to the confirmation
page was detected by the intercepting proxy and
blocked. We figured that the proxy was identifying the
main and the confirmation page by the URL. So, we

quickly wrote an encoding fuzzer that would encode
the requests (URL) sent to confirmation page. As the
proxy was looking for specific words in the URL, which
it did not find because of the encoding, so we were
able to bypass the proxy and POST to the application
conformation page.
Following is the part of the fuzzer: see Listing 2.
Some of the basic fuzzer scripts: see Listing 3 and
Listing 4.
Please notice in this custom fuzzer, we have included
two variables const and num. These are being added
to the POST data. The importance is in the positive
validation which we mentioned in the introduction and
will be discussed, in detail, in the next section.
Some of the potential targets for fuzzing are:
(Note: This list is not by any chance complete. It is just
to wet your thought process.)

Web Infrastructure Checks
•
•

HTTP Methods
Header Abuse

Listing 5. Code to get all of the methods supported by a service
from suds.client import Client

url = 'http://127.0.0.1:8080/webgoat/services/WsSqlInjection?WSDL'
client = Client(url,username="guest",password="guest")
print client

SUDS and Pywebfuzz SQL injection testing

import suds

from pywebfuzz.fuzzdb import attack_payloads

sql = attack_payloads.sql_injection.detect.MSSQL

url = "https://XX.32.X.X6:443/XXXXXgateway/services/ProcessRequest?wsdl"
cl = suds.client.Client(url)

startnumber = 17544524466645456
for atx in sql:

string = "<XXXXXXXXXT schemaVersion= '1.0'><REQUEST_TYPE>203</REQUEST_TYPE><DELIVERY_CHANNEL>XX</
DELIVERY_CHANNEL><ACCESS_ID>"+atx+"</ACCESS_ID><CONSUMER_NUMBER>0504470301</

CONSUMER_NUMBER><SERVICE_TYPE>GSM</SERVICE_TYPE><REFERENCE_NO>"+str(startnumber)+"</

REFERENCE_NO><OPTIONAL_REQ_TAG1>12345</OPTIONAL_REQ_TAG1><OPTIONAL_REQ_TAG2></OPTIONAL_
REQ_TAG2><OPTIONAL_REQ_TAG3></OPTIONAL_REQ_TAG3><OPTIONAL_REQ_TAG4></OPTIONAL_REQ_
TAG4><OPTIONAL_REQ_TAG5></OPTIONAL_REQ_TAG5></PAYMENTGATEWAYINPUT>"

result = cl.service.processRequest(string)
startnumber=startnumber+1
print result
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•
•
•

Header Value Duplication
Buffer Overflow’s (This Could be used in case of
APP’s to ex: CGI based App’s)
Server Side includes, Easter Pages, Sample files

Request Parameters (Cookie, URL, POST data, etc...)
•
•
•
•
•
•

SQL Injection
XSS
Command Injection
Path Traversal
File Inclusion
Format String Vulnerability

service client, and provides a RPC like interface for
web services. The most important highly used classes
of SUDS are:
•
•
•

Client – Main Class for interacting with the webservice
Service – Acts as proxy for the consumed service
Factory – Acts as class to create objects and types
defined in the service.

Here is the code to get all of the methods supported by
a service: see Listing 5.

Web Application Fuzzing is performed mostly through
GET and POST requests, but you can use any method
that is supported by the server (HEAD, TRACE,
CONNECT, OPTIONS,etc).

Fuzzing Web-services with SUDS

Web services have increasingly has become integral
part of the web application scenario. But, the tools
available for testing are severely limited and very few
frameworks allow you to script the testing.
One frame work that we found to be complete and
very useful in our testing, was the python framework
SUDS. The attacks that are probable on a web service
are very similar to a normal web application.
The following is a brief description of how web
services work.

The W3C defines a „Web service” as: „a software system
designed to support interoperable machine-to-machine
interaction over a network. It has an interface described in
a machine-process able format (specifically Web Services
Description Language, known by the acronym WSDL). Other
systems interact with the Web service in a manner prescribed
by its description using SOAP messages, typically conveyed
using HTTP with an XML serialization in conjunction with
other Web-related standards.”
The W3C also states, „We can identify
two major classes of Web services, RESTcompliant Web services, in which the primary
purpose of the service is to manipulate XML
representations of Web resources using a uniform
set of „stateless” operations; and arbitrary Web
services, in which the service may expose an
arbitrary set of operations.”
---- Wikipedia Definition
http://www.w3.org/TR/ws-arch/#relwwwrest

Validation of Fuzzing from a Database
There are cases where you might stumble across an
nth degree (2nd degree, 3rd degree, etc.) SQL injection.
This is very common in some of the transactional
applications, where the input provided to the application
may be processed in more than one way. It may be
used for a batch job, audit trail, or passed as an input
to another application. For a real life scenario consider
the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

User logs on to online banking application
User initiates a transaction for funds transfer (FT)
Internet Banking passes the instructions to the core
banking system to debit the users account
Internet banking system passes the FT instructions
to SWIFT
Internet Banking system logs the details in audit log
Internet Banking system shows a confirmation to
the user

As you can see, from one point of input it may be
possible to induce failures at multiple levels. Much of
it may not be directly visible or provide feedback to the
tester/user. However, things may get complicated if
you want to identify your inputs in a busy environment,
where multiple testing may be occurring in parallel. It

SUDS can helps us in fuzzing web
services. SUDS is a python-based web Figure 2. MSSQL User Pro�ler
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FUZZING
may get difficult, or next to impossible, to really identify
the input coming from your fuzzer depending on how
many queries are being run on the database at that
time, the database type and deployment architecture.
Comments are especially helpful in such cases. For
example consider the following scenario:
Select * from tableA where tainted_input = ‘1’ or 1=1;
– myfuzzer_1234

Or
Select * from tableA where tainted_input = ‘a’ /*
myfuzzer_1234 */ or 1=1;--

As mentioned earlier, searching for a known string is
easier on a database when there may be numerous
queries running that are beyond the control of the
tester. As a part of your fuzzing framework, it may also
help to bind comments with a unique string for each
unique fuzzing value. That will help you identify which
one of your inputs resulted in the suspect query. The
following are some of the ways to investigate these
issues:

Mssql User Profiler

You can use a profiler for a MSSQL server to see what
is hitting the database. Profiler is a very nifty tool that
monitors and records the events on a SQL server. Along
with a multitude of things. SQL profiler also records the
queries that are attempted on the server, including TSQL events. When you are fuzzing certain input points
in the application, it helps to see how your inputs arrive
at the back-end on the database.
At times, you may have the application in a test setup,
while running on a SQL express edition. Unfortunately,
MS does not provide a profiler for such a setup.
Fortunately for us, there is a third party tool that can
make life a bit easier. The tool is called (strangely)
sqlprofiler by AnjLab and can be found here (https://
sites.google.com/site/sqlprofiler/). As per the site, this
tool is tested for SQL Server 2005 & 2008 (express
edition). I have tested it on Express Edition of SQL
Server 2005 with a good success rate.
For demo purpose we used McAfee Hacme Bank that
stores its data in a SQL 2005 database. We used the
above mentioned freeware tool, Anjlab SQL profiler to
see what was hitting the database and how or which
query was being executed on the database.
Notice in our SQLl test above
that the step executed includes
the comment we purposely
added with the fuzz text. This
gives us a idea of the procedure
that was executed. This also
gives us an idea where the exact
vulnerability exists.

Mssql Sql Traces

Another way of finding the
same information is by using
SQL traces. This can be a good
alternative to using profiler, since
you can save the resulting trace
in a (.trc) file or a table. A tester
can use sp_trace_setfilter, to
select only those SQL events
that are of interest to them. You
can have a batch job running
in your fuzzer that checks the
traces table constantly, while
sending the malicious requests.
This can be a lifesaver in
some of the larger enterprise
environments, where multiple
types of testing may be carried
out simultaneously to meet
unrealistic deadlines.

Figure 3. Anjlab SQL pro�ler

Figure 4. Oracle SQL Developer
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Oracle Error Trigger

One way of finding the instances
that where unsuccessful, fuzzed
values were passed to the
database, is to create a trigger
on the database that records
Figure 5. Oracle Error Trigger
certain error conditions. This is
a trick that was shared with us
References
by Alexander Kornburst, of Red
• Constricting the Web. BlackHat Presentation. – http://www.gdssecurity.com/l/
Database Security.
constricting_the_web_�nal.pdf
You can get the error trigger
• Red Database Security – http://www.red-database-security.com/
creation
script from here
• Wikipedia
( h t t p : / / w w w. r e d - d a t a b a s e security.com/scripts/oracle_
Oracle V$ View
error_trigger.sql) or create your own if you like writing
Oracle does not provide us with a convenient point and plsql. During the fuzz operation, you will be querying
click tool. However, it does provide multiple ways of getting this table over and over again for your fuzz values.
the information that our tester wants. The most interesting
one is using the V$ views. One of the most common view sql> select * from system.oraerror where stmt like
that can be queried is, v$sql. Below are some of the queries
‘%myfuzzer_1234%’;
that the tester can use to see what successful queries are
running on the database at that instant.
Conclusion
The biggest hurdle with fuzzing web applications
select * from v$sql where sql_text like
is to find a good way of analyzing the results. As
‘%myfuzzer_1234%’ order by LAST_ACTIVE_TIME DESC;
web applications are increasing in popularity and
select * from v$sqltext where sql_text like ‘%myfuzzer_
their general acceptance is increasing, it is opening
1234%’;
new avenues for the penetration testers, as well as,
select * from v$sqlarea where sql_fulltext like
hackers. Hopefully, some of the methods discussed
‘%myfuzzer_1234%’ order by LAST_ACTIVE_TIME DESC;
here can help you build better fuzz scripts and methods
to validate the results.
However in a fairly busy DB environment, you should
be quick with these queries. V$SQLAREA and V$SQL
will have queries in them as long as they are in shared
memory (I am sure it is same for v$sqltext). In my
experience, I found success with v$sql in all my test
cases. Another thing to note is that it will only show
you the successful queries and not the attempts that
failed due to an incorrect syntax, or the queries with
bind variables. To achieve this, we can enable traces
on the session of the user we are interested in or on
the whole database. The following statement will help
you set traces on:
sql>ALTER SESSION SET SQL_TRACE = TRUE;

A DBA or SYS user can enable traces on a specific
session, as well with the following commands:
sql>DBMS_SYSTEM.SET_SQL_TRACE_IN_SESSION(sid,serial#,true);

Where SID and Serial# are need to be obtained from
the v$session view, your fuzzer can query the resulting
trace file to find the issues.
06/2011 (6) October
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Fuzzing In a
Penetration Test
Protocol fuzzing has been a popular technique for bug discovery
with a number of tools, books and papers describing the benefits
and drawbacks. Although typically used for bug discovery in
a lab environment, there are opportunities to use fuzzing in a
penetration testing role too.

N

ot only does fuzzing in a penetration test give
your customer added value in an assessment
but it also services to expand your skill set and
develop new opportunities for attacking and exploiting
systems.

Background

Not long ago, I drew the short straw on my team when
divvying up responsibilities for a penetration test. While
other people on the team got to target wireless flaws,
web application flaws and the like, I got the externalfacing network pen test task.
You may have heard the drill before. The scope for my
test included:
•
•
•
•
•

Externally accessible target systems
No client-side exploits
No web app attacks
No external resource management attacks (such as
domain registration manipulation)
No account enumeration/password guessing
attacks

Try as we might convince people otherwise, some
organizations still request this type of testing and
hamper our typical approach to a pen test. Sometimes
this is because they really just want a pat on the
back for doing a good job securing their externally06/2011 (6) October

facing systems; in this particular case, it was an audit
requirement to have this level of testing done while
other people on my team got all the fun on the other
tasks.
As expected, my reconnaissance and network scans
didn’t turn up a lot of interesting flaws, but I did have one
interesting target show up in the result of an Nmap scan
as shown in Interesting ports on XXX.XX.XXX.2:. My target
organization leveraged a CheckPoint server for remote
VPN access, of which two ports were accessible.
The CheckPoint service running on TCP/264 piqued
my interest and after a little additional reconnaissance
analysis I learned that it was used as an out-of-band
communication channel by the CheckPoint VPN
client over a proprietary, unencrypted protocol called
SecuRemote.
The SecuRemote protocol is used to exchange
information with the CheckPoint client, disclosing
certificate information and, following authentication
from the client, network topology details. A few older
information disclosure vulnerabilities have been
announced with public exploits, but the version my
customer was using was not vulnerable. However,
at this point I had some protocol documentation, a
reference source and a fair amount of time remaining
in my allotted analysis hours, with which I reasoned
that I could spend it doing some interesting protocol
fuzzing.
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Figure 1. SecuRemote Packet Exchange

The Role Of Fuzzing

In my classes with the SANS Institute, I talk about
how fuzzing can be used for various analysis tasks by
different groups including developers, QA engineers,
penetration testers and more. Typically, I would tell my
students that protocol fuzzing is not an attack, but rather
is a method we can use to identify vulnerabilities in a
target system. However, I’m going to change my story
a bit here.
When using protocol fuzzing, we typically target
a well-behaving piece of software, either a network
service, client-side software reading from a malformed

file or even, in some esoteric cases, against complex
hardware systems. By sending malformed data to
the target, we can evaluate the methods used by the
developer to validate input data, potentially identifying
crash conditions that could lead to an exploitable
vulnerability. In order to accurately characterize a
crash condition, however, we typically need to attach
a debugger to the target process to capture stack
and register dump information, limiting fuzzing to a
local analysis technique and not something we would
typically use in a remote penetration test.
Not having a lot of options remaining for my external
network analysis, I opted to talk to my customer about
performing a remote fuzzing analysis against their
CheckPoint VPN service, targeting the SecuRemote
protocol. My arguments were four-fold:
•

•

We could replicate local fuzzing against their
remote system and still obtain crashdump analysis
information through the integrated CheckPoint
technical support data collection vector.
We could perform our analysis during off-hours
(between midnight and 5am for the customer) to
limit the impact of any system outages.

Listing 1. Nmap Target Scan Results
Interesting ports on XXX.XX.XXX.2:
PORT

STATE

SERVICE

500/tcp

open

isakmp?

264/tcp

open

VERSION

fw1-topology Checkpoint FW1 Topology

Device type: general purpose|telecom-misc|firewall|WAP

Running (JUST GUESSING) : Linux 2.6.X|2.4.X (86%), Avaya Linux 2.6.X (85%), IPCop Linux 2.4.X (85%)

Aggressive OS guesses: Linux 2.6.24 (86%), Avaya Communication Manager (Linux 2.6.11) (85%), IPCop firewall

1.4.10 - 1.4.18 (Linux 2.4.31 - 2.4.34) (85%), OpenWrt (Linux 2.4.32) (85%), Linux 2.6.24
(Gentoo) (85%)

No exact OS matches for host (test conditions non-ideal).
Service Info: Device: firewall

Listing 2. Topology Request Data
0000000: 4100 0000 0259 0521 0000 0004 c41e 4352

A....Y.!......CR

0000010: 0000 004e 2874 6f70 6f6c 6f67 792d 7265

...N(topology-re

0000030: 82d5 3656 e736 5506 f737 42d6 46f7 4636

..6V.6U..7B.F.F6

0000050: 2028 6332 6532 3331 3833 3964 3066 290a

(c2e231839d0f).

0000020: 7175 6573 7a40 a093 a636 16e6 16d6 5202
0000040: f6d2 d290 a0a93 a636 861a 6c6c 656e 6765
0000060: 290a 00

quesz@...6....R.
.......6..llenge

)..

Listing 3. Sulley Installation
$ svn checkout http://sulley.googlecode.com/svn/trunk/ sulley

06/2011 (6) October
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•

•

Since the customer had to expose this service for
CheckPoint VPN client users, there was value in
evaluating it for flaws as a potential exploitation
vector.
The analysis could give the customer some visibility
into the threat of 0-day vulnerabilities within the
scope of their imposed engagement rules.

After coordinating with their internal support and
networking teams, my customer was happy to indulge
us in this analysis step. Next, I had to whip up a series
of test cases to evaluate the target service.

Protocol Analysis

Prior to engaging in a fuzzing test, it is important to
understand the portions of the protocol you will be
evaluating. Since the SecuRemote protocol is not
documented by CheckPoint, and to my knowledge has
not been publicly reverse-engineered, I needed to dig
into some packet captures for my analysis.
A quick Google search turned up several sample
packet captures posted by other organizations
while searching for assistance in troubleshooting or
associated with prior vulnerabilities no longer an issue
for my target. Looking through these packet captures, I
was able to glean some details as to the working of the
SecuRemote protocol, shown in Figure 1.
After the 3-way handshake, the CheckPoint VPN
client sends two small packets with 4-byte payloads.
This packet content appears to be consistent for a given
CheckPoint server and client, though some variations in
the leading byte of the first packet were noted, possibly
indicating a version indicator of some kind.
After the second packet from the client, the server
returns a 4-byte packet payload, similar to the first
packet from the client with one additional set bit.
The fourth packet sends the string securemote to
the VPN server, with four leading bytes and one NULL
termination byte at the end of the string. The leading
bytes likely indicate a 4-byte big-endian length value,
since 0x0b correlates to the length of the string with the
addition of the string terminator.
After the fourth packet the server responds with
the familiar leading 4-byte length indicator, followed
by a string that appears to disclose human-readable
certificate information revealing the server common
name (CN=) and organization name (O=).
Additional data is sent from the server, likely the
continuation of certification information, followed by
several instances of none\x00 with a leading 5-byte length
indicator sent by the client. One additional frame of
interest is shown in Listing 2, generated with an exploit
tool published to retrieve internal network topology
06/2011 (6) October

information from earlier versions of CheckPoint VPN
servers at http://www.securiteam.com/securitynews/
5HP0D2A4UC.html.
In this example we see a fair amount of string
information, possibly a static hash value, a configuration
verb string topology-requesz, and a lot of unknown
fields. Again here we can spot some length fields
followed by corresponding data, such as the \x00\x00\
x00\x04 on the first line followed by the 4-byte value
ending \xc4\x1e\x43\x52. This pattern appears to repeat
at the beginning of the next line with the length value
\x00\x00\x00\x4e followed by 78 bytes of data prior to a
trailing NULL byte.
While there is no simple way we can identify the
meaning behind some of the bitwise fields, we can
identify several interesting fuzzing targets from this
analysis:
•

•

•

Four-byte length fields: anytime you identify a
length indicator in a protocol, fuzz it. Any assumed
limitations on user-supplied data should be tested
with length fields of various quantities.
Several static bit-wise fields consisting mostly
of \x00 values, giving us the opportunity to limit
our fuzzing while enumerating alternate bitwise
combinations.
Regular use of NULL terminators at the end of
strings. Though the recipient parser does not have
to rely on NULL terminators since field length
values are also used, it’s a good idea to see what
happens to a parser when terminator fields are no
longer present.

With this knowledge, I started to prepare my test cases
to deliver to the target system.

Tool Selection

In examining the protocol and selecting interesting
fields for analysis with our fuzzer, I’ve steered my
analysis technique toward the use of an intelligent
mutation fuzzer. While other fuzzing techniques are
certainly an option, such as randomized fuzzing and
simple mutation fuzzers such as TaoF (http://sf.net/
projects/taof), mutation fuzzing gives us a good
balance of control over what is being evaluated, a finite
analysis runtime and rapid test case development, all
essential components for an analyst using fuzzing in a
penetration test environment.
My preference in an intelligent mutation fuzzer is
Sulley, the Python framework written by Pedram Amini.
Sadly, Pedram has not continued to maintain Sulley, but
with minor fixes we can still make use of this framework
using recent Python 2.X releases. An alternative option
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Listing 4. Embellished Sulley Fuzzer Targeting Initial Client Packet
#!/usr/bin/env python
# Fuzzing the initial 4-byte packet from client to CheckPoint VPN server.
import time
import sys

from sulley import *

# Time to wait between mutations
SLEEP_TIME=0.5

# Time to wait before claiming a host is unresponsive
TIMEOUT=3

# number of crashes to observe before skipping the remainder of a group
CRASH_THRESHOLD=3
# Initialize the Sulley mutation descriptor
s_initialize("SecuRemote-Initial-Packet")
s_byte("\x51",full_range=True)
s_static("\x00\x00\x00")

print "Total mutations: " + str(s_num_mutations()) + "\n"

print "Minimum time for execution: " + str(round(((s_num_mutations() *
print "Press CTRL/C to cancel in ",
for i in range(5):

print str(5 - i) + " ",

sys.stdout.flush()
time.sleep(1)

# For debugging purposes, uncomment these lines to see Sulley's mutations
# in hex dump format
#print "Hex dump mutation output:"
#while s_mutate():
#

print s_hex_dump(s_render())

sess = sessions.session(session_filename="SecuRemote-Initial-Packet.sess", sleep_time=SLEEP_TIME,
timeout=TIMEOUT, crash_threshold=CRASH_THRESHOLD)

# Tie this session to the SecuRemote-Simple-String fuzzing cases
sess.connect(s_get("SecuRemote-Initial-Packet"))
# Change this IP address to the target system
target = sessions.target("127.0.0.1", 264)
# Add the target to the session (can be repeated for multiple targets)
sess.add_target(target)
# Kick off the fuzzer, monitoring with WebUI on localhost:26000
sess.fuzz()

06/2011 (6) October
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Listing 5. Minimal Sulley Fuzzer Targeting the "securemote" Client Packet
#!/usr/bin/env python
from sulley import *

SLEEP_TIME=0.5
TIMEOUT=3

CRASH_THRESHOLD=3
# The function Sulley will run prior to sending each mutation.

We leverage

# it to setup the target system with the initial packets and response in the
# protocol exchange prior to our target packet.
def preconn(sock):

sock.send("\x51\x00\x00\x00")
time.sleep(0.5)

sock.send("\x00\x00\x00\x21")
# Set a socket timeout on the recv so we aren't waiting indefinitely if
# the server crashed from a previous test case.
sock.settimeout(5)

response = sock.recv(4)

print "Setup response: ",
for i in response:

print "%02x" % ord(i),

print

s_initialize("SecuRemote-Simple-String")
# Create a size field, which is based on the content of the named block
# Sulley uses ">" to indicate big-endian values, "<" is little-endian
s_size("client-name-string", length=4, endian=">")
# This is the block of data used for filling in the s_size
if s_block_start("client-name-string"):

# "securemote" is the default string
s_string("securemote")

# constant null terminator
s_byte("\x00")

s_block_end()

sess = sessions.session(session_filename="Securemote-Simple-string.sess", sleep_time=SLEEP_TIME, timeout=TIMEOUT,
crash_threshold=CRASH_THRESHOLD)

# Call preconn() before each mutation is sent to setup the target
sess.pre_send = preconn
sess.connect(s_get("SecuRemote-Simple-String"))
target = sessions.target("127.0.0.1", 264)
sess.add_target(target)
sess.fuzz()

06/2011 (6) October
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for a mutation fuzzer is the Peach framework, though
I prefer the Python syntax over XML development
leveraged by Peach, plus we’ll take advantage of native
Python code to enhance our fuzzing test cases.
To install Sulley, check out the source from the project
site using the Subversion tool, as shown in Listing 3.
With Sulley we use basic data type constructs to
describe how a packet is put together, identifying
the presence of string-based fields, numeric fields of
various widths, delimiters and static values. All specified
fields are iteratively mutated with intelligent mutation
values (with the exception of static fields, which are not
mutated), allowing you to test for target flaws. Sulley
also gives us some advanced functionality to describe
complex protocols that involve checksums and complex
data elements that are best described in the project
documentation.
Listing 4 is an embellished Sulley fuzzer targeting
the initial 4-byte packet payload from the client. This
script uses a few Python embellishments to estimate
runtime to give me a chance to kill the fuzzer before
it starts with [CTRL+C]. In this script, I used Sulley’s
one-byte numerical field identifier s_byte() to target the
leading byte of the 4-byte payload, followed by a static
definition of the three NULL bytes. I added the full_
range=True modifier here to tell Sulley to iterate through
all 256 values instead of catching the border cases of
low and high values as well as common divisors (values
divisible by 3, 4, 32, etc.) Copy this script to your Sulley
directory and invoke it to start the fuzzer.
Unfortunately, this initial run didn’t uncover any
interesting crashes against the target, though it did
periodically generate varying responses from the
server. In order to more thoroughly evaluate the target
system, the fuzzer needed to accommodate some
target protocol state.

Fuzzing Stateful Protocols

When designing a fuzzer, if the first packet in the
protocol exchange is all you are targeting then you
will miss some interesting vulnerability opportunities.
Many fuzzers do not accommodate the more complex
subsequent packets in a protocol exchange since they
require the developer to accommodate some stateful
awareness in the fuzzer that can manipulate the target
with well-formed packets prior to sending the malformed
content.
In the case of the SecuRemote protocol, the first two
packets from the client to the VPN server were fairly
uninteresting. The fourth packet in the exchange from
the client, however, includes an interesting string and
length indicator followed by a NULL byte terminator.
In order to evaluate how the VPN server reacts to
06/2011 (6) October
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malformed data in this step of the protocol exchange,
we need to complete the earlier two 4-byte packets, and
ensure we obtain the expected response from the VPN
server in step 3.
Fortunately, Sulley gives us a simple setup option
that we can extend with a little Python scripting. Prior
to delivering each mutated test case, Sulley will check
for a callback function defined in the session with the
name pre_send. In this callback function, Sulley passes
the socket handle for the mutated session (immediately
following the three-way handshake). By defining our
own Python callback function, we can read and write
to this socket as needed to send the initial two 4-byte
packets, and ensure we get a response from the server
before allowing Sulley to send the mutated packet.
The data we are manipulating in packet 4 of the
exchange adds a bit of complexity in the design of our
fuzzer. We want to have Sulley generate large and small
strings where the securemote string normally is, but we
need to preserve the prior length field to accurately
reflect the length of our mutated string value. We could
place a fixed value in the length field regardless of the
length of the mutated string, but this might be rejected
with basic error validation procedures on the server,
preventing us from reaching code that could otherwise
trigger a fault on the target system.
Sulley accommodates the ability to include length
fields with the s_size() construct. Using Sulley, we
define a Python block beginning with an empty if
statement and the Sulley s_block_start() construct. All
the fields that are accumulated to reflect the length of
the s_size() field are included in the block, followed by s_
block_end(). When defining s_block_start(), we name the
block of fields, and reference it in the s_size() construct
prior to or after the block definition, as needed.
In our case, we need to reference the mutated string
length and the NULL terminator field in our s_size()
block, as shown in Listing 5. This example is more of a
minimal Sulley script, for brevity, but can be combined
with the extra embellishments of Listing 5 if desired.
Continuing our development, we can leverage a
similar stateful manipulation technique to test the
server’s reaction to malformed network topology
requests. The network topology request is a much more
interesting data set from a fuzzing perspective, with
several additional field manipulation opportunities. This
script is available at http://www.willhackforsushi.com/
code/securemote-ptm.py.

Value In Pen-test Fuzzing

In our engagement, we ran the fuzzers against the
CheckPoint VPN server over the course of several
nights, monitoring the results with a combination of
06/2011 (6) October

Sulley stdout redirection to the tee utility and the Simple
Watcher Perl script (swatch.pl). Our analysis indicated
that we did trigger a small number of minor DoS events
on the VPN server which were automatically rectified by
the CheckPoint server and a service automatic restart
function.
When reporting the findings to our customer, they
were pleased on two fronts:
•

•

Our analysis allowed the customer’s security team
to reinforce their internal mantra: nothing is perfect
in security, helping them voice the continued need
for defense-in-depth protections on their internal
network.
They had a simple mechanism with which to
communicate the flaws to CheckPoint and to
validate subsequent fixes.

The customer was happy with the analysis results, and
I felt as though I was able to deliver more value to the
customer than an external penetration test report that
would otherwise have identified no vulnerabilities.

Conclusion

In this article, we’ve only touched on the functionality
of Sulley, leveraging it in an atypical manner. When
fuzzing a target process on a Windows box such as a
web server or other socket listener, Sulley can attach to
the target process to capture register and stack trace
information, create packet captures for each mutation
sent, and even remotely control a VMware system
to revert a target process to a snapshot following a
crash to reset the target environment. Combined with
the ability to leverage Python to enhance my fuzzing
routines, it fits my needs for everything from simple to
complex tests that can be put together in short order.
As an IDS analyst, I would not expect to see a flurry of
fuzzing activity targeting my externally-facing systems,
unless the attacker were only pursuing a DoS attack
opportunity. Fuzzing is still primarily a local analysis
activity where flaws are evaluated with an eye toward
exploit development. However, as penetration testers,
we should not rule out the option of using fuzzing in a
penetration test where it makes sense to do so.

JOSHUA WRIGHT
Joshua Wright is a senior instructor with
the SANS Institute. Josh’s papers, tools and
articles are available at
www.willhackforsushi.com.
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Fuzzing

as the Art of Security Testing

Article “Fuzzing” shows two flavors in series, mainly focusing
on its concept to know it, its usage to craft it and its various
outcomes to analyze it. The first flavor focuses on knowing Fuzzing
conceptually and explaining fuzzing in definitions, history, what
are Fuzzers?, various fuzzing techniques/types, what can be
fuzzed ?, common defects, list of fizzers, fuzzing frame work, feel
of a fuzzed file, feel of a fuzzed network packet, Conclusion with
upcoming flavor’s.

H

ence second flavor drills how fuzzing is
practically done, emphasizing more on Spike
framework for file and packet, next in same we
will look how crash occurs and analysis of same with
tuning performance of application negatively fuzzing its
web interface.

One must understand what exactly fuzzing is, how
to conduct Fuzzing, or fuzz testing? how to analyze
defects or results, and tag analyzed results as security
defects. Considering its coverage a series of two
articles are planned, so that one can get well versed

Introduction

Fuzzing is concept within itself and can be crafted
skillfully in order to achieve robust defect’s that can
be termed as security defects. To find such defects,
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Figure 1. Fuzzer
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Figure 2. Ideal �le
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with this unique technique known as Fuzzing. Current
article concentrates on fuzzing at a conceptual level, as
this is first article from series of three.

What Is Fuzzing?

History: Fuzz ing was developed at the University of
Wisconsin Madison in 1989 by Professor Barton Miller
and his students. Their entire work can be found at http://
www.cs.wisc.edu/~bart/fuzz/, which has mainly move
towards command-line and UI fuzzing.
Definition: Fuzzing is a technique which is the
deliberate injection of random data into an application to
see what breaks. If a few bytes are modified or become
out of place and they must be handled appropriately by
the application. Fuzzing is is not logical nor predictable.
Rather than attempting to guess what data is likely to
provoke a crash (as a human tester might do), fuzz test
simply throws as much random gibberish at a program
as possible. The failure modes identified by such testing
usually come as a complete shock to programmers
because no logical person would ever conceive of them.
Fuzzing is a simple technique, but it can nonetheless
reveal important bugs in your programs. It can identify
real-world failure modes and signal potential avenues
of attack that should be plugged before your software
ships.

Different Fuzzing Techniques

Generally fuzzing falls under two broad techniques: 1.
Mutation based fuzzer and 2. Generation based fuzzer.
Mutation based fuzzer: These category of fuzzer
implement mutations on existing data samples and
create test cases.
Generation based fuzzer: This category of fuzzer
creates test cases from start by digesting target protocol
or file format.

What Is Fuzzer?

Fuzzer is simply a tool that generates some random
gibberish data, considering above diagram fuzzer tool
accepts original input to software application, modifies
it filling some gibberish data and throws on applications
targeted input.

How Fuzzing Works?

Fuzzing is a very simple procedure to implement:
•
•
•
•

Prepare a correct input data to your program.
Replace some part of that data with random data
(This can be manual and automated).
Input malformed data with the program.
See what breaks.

Types Of Fuzzing

Command line fuzzing

Some applications pass arguments as command line and
incase these arguments are not handled appropriately
by respected code, may tumble into serious defects, So
fuzzers used to enter some gibberish arguments are
command line fuzzer.

File format fuzzing

Modifying Metadata for any file with any gibberish data
is known as file format fuzzing. And such modified files
are known as malformed files.

Figure 3. Fuzzed/malformed �le
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Listing 1. Details of above screenshot, �le metadata
25 50 44 46 2d 31 2e 34 0d 25 e2 e3 cf d3 0d 0a

%PDF-1.4.%aaI0..

65 61 72 69 7a 65 64 20 31 2f 4c 20 32 32 30 36

earized

1/L 2206

2/N

2/T 215489/H

32 35 38 20 30 20 6f 62 6a 20 3c 3c 2f 4c 69 6e
39 37 2f 4f 20 32 36 32 2f 45 20 31 33 33 37 33
32 2f 4e 20 32 2f 54 20 32 31 35 34 38 39 2f 48
20 5b 20 33 30 39 36 20 35 38 39 5d 3e 3e 0d 65
6e 64 6f 62 6a 0d 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
20 20 0d 0a 78 72 65 66 0d 0a 32 35 38 20 31 34
30 0d 0a 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 31 36 20 30 30
30 30 30 20 6e 0d 0a 30 30 30 30 30 30 33 36 38
35 20 30 30 30 30 30 20 6e 0d 0a 30 30 30 30 30

258 0 obj

<</Lin

97/0 262/E 13373

[

3096

ndobj.

589]>>.e

..xref..258

0..0000000016 00

14

000 n..0000000368

5 00000 n ..000000

Listing 2. Details of above screenshot, ideal packet structured data.
0000

00 1d 09 10 20 da 00 12

da 44 c4 00 08 00 45 00

0020

74 40 07 6d 1f 90 a6 b2

7d 26 ad 24 88 be 50 18

0010
0030
0040
0050
0060
0070
0080
0090

00a0
00b0
00c0
00d0
00e0

00f0
0100
0110
0120
0130
0140
0150
0160
0170
0180
0190

01a0
01b0
01c0
01d0

02 5f c8 e6 40 00 7b 06
ff ff 9c 41 00 00 47 45
37 30 34 30 39 33 37 31

73 2f 6c 6f 67 69 6e 2e
2f 31 2e 31 0d 0a 41 63
2a 0d 0a 52 65 66 65 72
3a 2f 2f 31 30 2e 32 31

3a 38 30 38 30 2f 6c 6f
6e 2e 68 74 6d 3b 6a 73
3d 38 34 30 32 44 33 36
33 41 44 30 45 42 32 42
41 0d 0a 41 63 63 65 70
67 65 3a 20 65 6e 2d 75

41 67 65 6e 74 3a 20 4d
2e 30 20 28 63 6f 6d 70
4d 53 49 45 20 38 2e 30
73 20 4e 54 20 35 2e 31

74 2f 34 2e 30 3b 20 2e
31 2e 31 2e 34 33 32 32
4c 52 20 32 2e 30 2e 35
45 54 20 43 4c 52 20 33
2e 33 30 3b 20 2e 4e 45

30 2e 30 34 35 30 36 2e
54 20 43 4c 52 20 33 2e
31 35 32 3b 20 2e 4e 45

35 2e 33 30 37 32 39 3b
43 3b 20 2e 4e 45 54 34
52 54 43 20 4c 4d 20 38
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43 a8 0a d9 67 18 0a d9
54 20 2f 67 7a 69 70 5f
34 2f 62 75 6e 64 6c 65
63 73 73 20 48 54 54 50

.... ... .D....E.
._..@.{. C...g...

t@.m.... }&.$..P.

...A..GE T /gzip_
70409371 4/bundle

s/login. css HTTP

63 65 70 74 3a 20 2a 2f

/1.1..Ac cept: */

37 2e 31 31 36 2e 36 34

://10.21 7.116.64

65 72 3a 20 68 74 74 70
67 69 6e 2f 6c 6f 67 69
65 73 73 69 6f 6e 69 64

*..Refer er: http
:8080/lo gin/logi
n.htm;js essionid

35 43 43 33 31 36 35 44

=8402D36 5CC3165D

74 2d 4c 61 6e 67 75 61

A..Accep t-Langua

31 44 33 31 43 42 38 33
73 0d 0a 55 73 65 72 2d
6f 7a 69 6c 6c 61 2f 34

3AD0EB2B 1D31CB83

ge: en-u s..UserAgent: M ozilla/4

61 74 69 62 6c 65 3b 20

.0 (comp atible;

3b 20 54 72 69 64 65 6e

s NT 5.1 ; Triden

3b 20 57 69 6e 64 6f 77
4e 45 54 20 43 4c 52 20
3b 20 2e 4e 45 54 20 43

30 37 32 37 3b 20 2e 4e
2e 30 2e 30 34 35 30 36

MSIE 8.0 ; Window
t/4.0; . NET CLR

1.1.4322 ; .NET C
LR 2.0.5 0727; .N
ET CLR 3 .0.04506

54 20 43 4c 52 20 33 2e

.30; .NE T CLR 3.

30 2e 34 35 30 36 2e 32

T CLR 3. 0.4506.2

36 34 38 3b 20 2e 4e 45

54 20 43 4c 52 20 33 2e
20 2e 4e 45 54 34 2e 30

2e 30 45 3b 20 4d 53 2d
29 0d 0a 41 63 63 65 70

0.04506. 648; .NE
152; .NE T CLR 3.
5.30729;

.NET4.0

C; .NET4 .0E; MSRTC LM 8 )..Acce
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Network protocol fuzzing

This type of fuzzing is considered as most interesting
one as it requires lots of stuff to analyze like,
identifying attack surface, generating fuzz values,
passing those values to target, monitoring and finally
deep analysis if something crashes. Web application
fuzzing can fall under this considering http/s protocol,
Its very interesting again when one defines to fuzz
client server application, that’s it a web application.
Generally network packets flowing from client to web
server are target and hence are modified entering
gibberish data.
Hence looking at type of fuzzers, idea is clear what
can be fuzzed, that is: Network Protocols, Files,
GUI, Inter process communication etc. this series of
articles will focus more on File and Network Packet
fuzzing.

List Of Free Available Fuzzer

Below are some freely available Fuzzing tools.
•
•
•
•
•

There may be many fuzzer tools available, but few are
as listed above, one those we used for our different
research project are: Spike and Peach.

Common Weaknesses Often Found Using Fuzzers
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Buffer overflows
Integer overflows
Sign issues
Invalid memory references
Infinite Loops
DoS (Denial oF Service), due to crash third party
components may sit, compromising application.
Intentionally, tuning performance negatively, buy
playing with response time, using fuzzing.

Ideal File

Following are details for metadata of file, which may get
processed by specific application. So these are strings
that may be fuzzed (Listing 1).

Fuzzed File

SPIKE
PEACH (Not an open source tool, but free tool)
DFUZ
GPF (General Purpose Fuzzer)
SULLEY

Fuzzed file can be viewed by opening it with Hexedit
or any other editor like Neo Editor. Please find below
fuzzed file for PDF file format. Metadata for above
file is modified for magic string %PDF and P is replaced

Listing 3. Detail of above screenshot, malformed\fuzzed packet data:
0000

00 1d 09 10 20 da 00 12

da 4c 18 00 08 00 45 00

.... ... .L....E.

0020

74 40 a1 b5 1f 90 1f 3c

29 13 d0 a5 bd 08 80 10

t@.....< ).......

0010

05 dc 27 19 40 00 3f 06

37 20 0a d9 4d f1 0a d9

..'.@.?. 7 ..M...

0040

00 00 42 42 42 42 42 42

42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42

..BBBBBB BBBBBBBB

0060

42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42

42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42

BBBBBBBB BBBBBBBB

0050
0070
0080
0090

00a0
00b0
00c0
00d0
00e0

00f0
0100
0110

42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
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42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42

BBBBBBBB BBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBB BBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBB BBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBB BBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBB BBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBB BBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBB BBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBB BBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBB BBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBB BBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBB BBBBBBBB
BBBBBBBB BBBBBBBB
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by huge string of &. If displayed state is not handled
by application accurately then we may stuck to some
popular defects listed in above section.

Ideal Packet

Following are details in data section of packet, which
is application specific and is getting processed by
respected application (Listing 2).

Fuzzing can demonstrate the presence of bugs in a
program. It does not prove that no such bugs exist.
Nonetheless, passing a fuzz test greatly improves your
confidence that an application is robust and secure
against unexpected input. If you’ve fuzzed your program
for 24 hours and it’s still standing, then it’s unlikely that
further attacks of the same sort will compromise it.
Fuzzing test is a crucial tool & technique for identifying
real errors in software, and one that all security-aware
and robustness-oriented programmers should have in
their toolboxes.
After reading complete article, we hope that the
reader is conceptually well-versed with fuzzing, fuzzer,
considering to learn the art beyond this test.
So stay tuned for next article as part-2 of this, which
will bring in how we actually conduct fuzz testing,
focusing primarily on the file and packet fuzzing using
SpikeFile (For File fuzzing) and Spike (For packet
fuzzing)..

Fuzzed Packet

Once fuzzing for packet is done, Fuzzed packet can be
viewed by capturing and opening it with tool, Wireshark.
Please find below fuzzed packet for http protocol.
Data from actual packet for above piece is modified
analyzing magic string (variable parameter), that is
going to get processed at server end and is replaced
by huge string of B. If displayed state is not handled
by application accurately, then we may stuck to some
popular defects listed in above section (Listing 3).

Figure 5. Fuzzed /malformed http packet
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Introduction to
Exploit Automation With Pmcma (Part I)

Earlier this year, we released a tool called Pmcma (Post Memory
Corruption Memory Analysis) at the Blackhat US security
conference. The tool is available free and open-source at http://
www.pmcma.org/ under the Apache 2.0 license. The following
article is an introduction to Pmcma. In addition advanced readers
can refer to the full Blackhat whitepaper mirrored on the Pmcma
website[0].

D

etermining exploitability is hard, writing exploits
is hard. In fact, due to theoretical limitations
hopefully known to the reader of this paper (aka:
halting point problem), they are two sides of the same
coin. Proving unexploitability is provably unfeasible in
the general case, and practically for the vast majority of
computer programs actually used nowadays. So what
you can get at best is a it’s not doable given the state
of the art of exploitation. Public knowledge, common
sense...
Determining exploitability and writing exploits is
a difficult task. For these reasons, exploit writing
automation is desirable. Not too surprisingly, it is also
quite hard.
Determining exploitability is hard. Writing exploits is
hard. Paradoxically, fixing software seems easier. Why
is that? Well, maybe because virtually all the debugging
tools available focus on what is happening before a
memory corruption, rather than on what happens from
there...
In this paper, we will focus on a new approach we
will examine exploitability in a systematic way, focusing
on what happens in memory after the bug is triggered,
rather than tracing or backtracking what has happened
before.
Our goal is to help exploit (semi)automation by building
exploitation models based on constraints gathered from
the environment. In particular, the presence of security
06/2011 (6) October

countermeasures such as ALSR, non executable
memory, hardware[4] enhancements, and compiler
enhancements such as Data Hardening allow for their
practical testing in order to (in)validate them.
We will primarily focus on invalid memory write bugs
(such as invalid dereference of pointers during a write
operation, for instance due to a missing format string,
integer overflow, or any other corruption bug) because
of the special role they play in modern exploitation.
Invalid memory dereferences in read mode used
for information leakage purpose or indirect memory
exploitation will also be discussed near the end of this
article.
The main contributions of this Pmcma are:
•
•
•

•
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A methodology to discover all the potential function
pointers inside the address space of a process at
any given point in time.
A methodology to discover all the function pointers
actually dereferenced by a process from a given
point in time, given a fix set of input data.
A methodology to find all the function pointers
exploitable by truncation in case of an arbitrary
write subject to conditions (such as not controlling
the value being dereferenced).
A methodology to find all the unaligned memory
reads from a given point in time during the
execution of a process.
http://pentestmag.com

•

A new debugging technique which allows the
validation of all of the above, as well as the testing
of arbitrary data modifications inside the address
space of a process in order to achieve control flow
hijacking from an arbitrary memory write.

All those techniques have been implemented in the
form of a proof of concept tool for the GNU/Linux x86
and x86_64 Intel architecures. Ports to *BSD and OSX
are currently under development.
This particular debugging technique doesn’t require
the debugged process to be restarted using execve(5),
and therefore preserves the mapping of the application
(which may be hard to re-create because of the large
entropy used in randomizing a process under modern
OSes).
This technique is also believed to be the most effective
to achieve this result (by construction) both in terms of
speed and resources.

Related Work

Because of the theoretical limitations described earlier
research on automatic exploitation tends to focus on
numerical rather than analytical solutions. It is indeed
less intellectually satisfying (it cannot be proved that a
solution will actually be found in general), but interesting
results have been achieved nonetheless.
In general they all share pretty much the same
methodology: starting from a given program input
leading to a deterministic memory corruption,
express the constraints on the input data so it keeps
following the very same path (otherwise we’re back
to a halting point problem and in practice to path
exploration explosion), turn each instruction into a set
of constraints, express the desired result (aka: register
set at crash time) in terms of the same constraints.
Then solve the equation numerically. Both taint
analysis at assembly level (whether an intermediary
language is used[7] or not[8])and SAT Solvers[9][10]
used on constraints expressed from C source seem to
give satisfying results in practice, eventually modifying
the input data to lead to the expected set of register at
crash time.
Then what? Well, that’s where there is a small gap
between theory and practice. Some researchers,
especially in the academic world[11] tend to believe that
well, that’s it, the work is done!, while in practice the
exploits created using the aforementioned techniques
do not work under realistic modern operating systems,
in particular because the complete exploits generated
automatically systematically omit to deal with security
protections such as non executable memory pages or
ASLR.
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In reality, dealing with those security protections
is in itself what most people writing exploits actually
spend their time on. It requires the methodology of
exploitation to be environment aware, those protections
being implemented at different levels, ranging from
compilation toolchain enhancements[6] to kernel
modifications[12].
In the rest of this article, we will focus on what happens
from this point, assuming that the control flow and data
flow analysis of input data can be done using other tools
(gdb, valgrind, dmalloc, electricfence,...).

Taxonomy Of Invalid Memory Accesses
Determining Invalid Access Type

Invalid memory accesses can be divided under three
main categories depending on the access mode of
the faulting instruction: invalid execution, invalid write,
and invalid read (in this order, from the most probably
exploitable to the less likely able to provide direct
control flow hijack).
An invalid execution instruction occurs when a given
instruction is attempting to execute memory which is not
mapped or doesn’t have the execution property. They
are typically of the forms:
jmp reg
jmp [reg]
call reg
call [reg]

or even:
ret

The first forms correspond to an attempt to execute
code thanks to a jump or call table. The ret instruction
should look more familiar and is simply an attempt to
return from a function.
Given that a process receives a segmentation fault
when attempting to use a call or jump table: what are
the odds that the program is actually exploitable? At first
sight, pretty high.
In fact, it very much depends if the given register(s)
used are user controlled. If so, control flow hijack is a
matter of having this register pointing to the desired
location.
The latter example of the ret instruction would fail only
in case of a stack corruption, and we will purposely not
discuss its exploitability since most memory corruption
papers published to date focus only on those.
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How about the invalid reads and writes invalid
instructions? For the records, assuming Intel synthax,
most instructions will have the following prototype:
inst dst, src

Indeed, some instructions do not have operands,
some have just one, and some exotic ones even have
three, but for now, let’s assume they have the above
mentioned form. An invalid write would typically be
characterized by a form such as:
inst [dst], src

The brackets meaning that the operation is actually
operating on the content of the address dst. This is a
write pointer dereference.
Invalid write operations occur when the dst destination
pointer is pointing to a memory zone that cannot be
written to (or is simply not mapped).
In the same vein, invalid read operations typically
have the following form:
inst dst, [src]

Invalid operations occur when the memory zone
pointed to by src isn’t available for reading, either
because it is not mapped, or because it lacks read
permissions.

Pitfalls

Ok, this was all fine and dandy, but the reality is often
more complex. I suggested earlier that some instructions
do not follow the simplistic form mentioned earlier. It is
also possible to find read and write instructions that
do not operate on 32bits operands. Let’s see a few
examples to illustrate the problem.
When studying CVE-2011-0764, I came across an
invalid memory access of the following form:
fld [eax+0x8]

It is clear that some memory is being dereferenced
because of the brackets. But this instruction having
only one operand, is it a read or a write? And what
would be the size of the invalid operation?
Consulting the Intel manuals[13] informed us that it
was in fact an FPU instruction called Floating point load,
which performed a read of 64 bits.
An other way to determine those properties quickly is
to reproduce the bug inside a virtual machine capable
of recording memory accesses, such as valgrind. In this
case, we got:
06/2011 (6) October

==24009== Invalid read of size 8
==24009==

at 0x406364A: ??? (in /usr/lib/libt1.so.5.1.2)

==24009==

by 0x4068A0D: ??? (in /usr/lib/libt1.so.5.1.2)

...

Valgrind mentioning 8 bytes, or 64 bits, this is
coherent.
An other problem is to determine if an operation
following the standard aforementioned prototype is
actually a read or write operation, which may be more
or less obvious.
For instance, with CVE-2011-0761, I found an invalid
memory access of the form:
cmp [ebx+0x8],0x9

At first sight, it looks very much like an invalid write
prototype. But even novices to the assembly language
will spot that this is in fact a read operation (only
comparing data pointed by the first operand) over 1
byte.
Just with this few trivial examples, we can anticipate
that determining the memory access type of a given bug
will not be too easy. One approach when debugging
would be to remap the pointed address in read only
mode and reexecute the faulting instruction, and then
reiterating this with a write only permission. Memory
permissions being given per page on a GNU/Linux x86
machine, we could not find the size of the operation
though.
I came with an other method, which is not actually any
better. I used a lex scanner and a database of known
write operations, assuming that everything that isn’t a
write operation (or a trivial invalid execute operation)
must be a read operation. This is not a scalable solution
in the long term, since it means the database will need
maintenance with future versions of the CPUs as their
manufacturers add new instructions. That being said,
the gcc compiler using only a very reduced subset of the
possible Intel instructions, this works well in practice.

Exploiting Invalid Pointers Exec

Let’s start with the most simple case: when an application
generates a Segmentation Fault when executing an
instruction which modifies directly the control flow of the
process. Once again, the special case of ret operations,
which deals with the stack and is a clear sign of a stack
corruption will be left aside.
Determining if control flow can be hijacked in this
case is binary: either the attacker controls the operand
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making the instruction fault enough to point to an
executable zone of his choice, and in this case, the
bug is exploitable, or he doesn’t (because the value
is always fix and wrong, such as 0x00000000 when
following this particular execution path), and in this
case, the bug isn’t exploitable.
Because of the enforcement of non executable
data at kernel or hardware level (thanks to either PaX
like security patches, or the use of the Intel NX byte
– which also requires kernel extensions, such as PAE,
and proper BIOS configuration), it is worth mentioning
that being able to redirect the control flow anywhere
inside the application (which is the most favorable
case, meaning that the attacker has full control over
the operand) isn’t a guarantee of being able to execute
something interesting such as a proper shellcode. One
way is it attempt to return to interested data already
mapped inside the application (such as a specific
routine in the .text, or in a library). The alternative
strategy would be to use this control flow hijack to
trigger a controlled stack overflow in a carefully chosen
routine (not protected by stack cookies) to then default
to documented NX bypass strategies, such as ROP/
ret2libc (with esp lifting) or frame faking, in order to
make a call to mprotect on a given page to make its
data executable (this works on every current kernel
coming from major distributions. Only grsecurity kernels
have the capability to prevent a given zone once +W
to become +X using mprotect, when compiled with the
appropriate options), and eventually achieve proper
arbitrary code execution.

the following is the current best way to achieve control
flow hijacking.

Exploiting Invalid Memory Writes

start_copy:

With Full Control Of Both Operands

Assuming both the destination address and the content
being written are controlled, hijack of the control flow is
theoretically always practical, meaning that if the attacker
can attempt to trigger his exploit enough times (think:
orders of magnitude greater than the entropy introduced
by ASLR, which is around 15-25 bits depending on your
specific kernel), then he would with a very high probability
(asymptotically 100%) manage to overwrite a function
pointer or saved eip value on the stack.
In practice, it is quite unrealistic that those conditions
will be met, in particular when it comes to client side
exploits (assuming the victim will keep on opening your
exploit until he eventually gets owned is funny but not
too practical.
Since the stack is the best randomized section (in
the sense that it is always randomized, even if the
other sections are not, as long as ASLR is enabled),
attempting to overwrite a saved eip address is not a
great idea. In fact, overwriting a function pointer with
06/2011 (6) October

•
•

a predictable address
that we know will be used earlier or sooner before
the process terminates

Historically, hackers have solved the second problem
first, by listing a few well known pointers (such as
.dtors lists or atexit()/ on _ exit() function pointers).
Back in the days when ASLR didn’t exist, the first
problem did actually make sense.
So let’s assume we found a write operand with totally
controlled address and content. How do we find a
valid function pointer to overwrite? More or equally
importantly, how do we find such a pointer that will
actually be dereferenced before exiting (or before
crashing again)? And thirdly, how do we ensure that the
probability of exploitation is maximal, in the sens that
even with ASLR, we are targeting a section which is
less, or not at all, randomized?

The Special Case Of Invalid Writes In Loops

A special case of interest is when invalid writes happen
in loops. It is critical to detect this because on one side,
even if we have control on both operands of the write
operation at a single point in time, we may not control
how much data is being overwritten.
For instance, we may find a case where:
movsx ecx, dx

mov [eax+ecx], ebx
loop start_copy

If we control both eax and ebx, but the bug happens
only because ecx is the result of an integer overflow,
then we’re pretty much doomed the routine won’t exit
before writing gigabytes of data, will eventually fail and
ee won’t be able to avoid triggering a segfault.
A solution could be to attack global data used in a
SEGFAULT handling routine, provided such a thing
exists. On the other hand, if we get either this:
movsx ecx, dx
start_copy:
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regressions), we get to know how the destination
pointer is incremented at each step, as well as how the
content being written is computed.

call something_else
loop start_copy

With Limited Control Of Destination Register

or:
mov ecx, edx
start_copy:
mov [eax+ecx], ebx
loop start_copy

The scenario is entirely different. In the first case,
we may be able to stop the copy routine because we
managed to overwrite global or heap data used inside
something else.
On the second case, if eax, ebx and edx are
controlled, then we can overwrite not only a single
pointer, but a whole memory section. This dramicatlly
increases our chances of building a reliable exploit and
in particular to bypass ASLR. Given that the entropy
used to randomize sections is quite big compared to
the size of a given section (~20bits, versus sizes of
pages to a few megabytes), the best pick in this later
case is still to attempt to overwrite the heap (because
we can in many cases force the heap to be pretty
much arbitrary big, hence dramatically increasing
our chances to overwrite something in it when using
the above mentioned routine). Heap spraying is your
friend.
Detecting loops is sometimes easy using asm
reading:

But most of the time, it is not so trivial, the fact that
we are in a loop control structure may be virtually
anywhere in a function from the backtrace.
In our tool, since we don’t want to use such unscalable
techniques, a potential method would be to:
record the state of registers at crash time
clear signals
continue execution
repeat and rinse

First of, if clearing signals (the SEGFAULT) and
continuing doesn’t get us back to the same instruction
with a SEGFAULT after a while, there is no loop.
Secondly, by comparing the register sets obtained
at each step (thanks to linear or more complex
06/2011 (6) October

With No Control On The Data Being Written

The two cases mentioned are actually very different in
practice. Not being able to write to the whole process is
not too bad as long as we can target writable sections
whose content will be used somehow...

The Special Case Of 4b Aligned Constraints

But not controlling what is being written is much more
of a problem. Indeed, one may think pointer truncation.
Which is correct. But first of, many Intel instructions
only work on 4b aligned data. Secondly, compilers try to
optimize alignment for performance reasons.
In any case, there is currently no tool to list all the
unaligned access to memory. Or more precisely, there
was no such tool ;)

Exploiting Invalid Memory Reads

repz stos ..

•
•
•
•

Many times, the conditions of exploitation are not so
ideal. Either we can control registers only in a range,
which limits our ability to overwrite content of our
choice process wide. Or we do control the destination
pointer, but not at all the data being written (note:
this happens a lot, very often because the data being
written is the result of a mis-computation leading to
reading 0x00000000 past the content of a data buffer,
not getting a SEGFAULT right away just thanks to the
padding of the section – remember allocation is done on
a page basis). In this case, a good strategy is to attempt
to use our exploit to trigger a second one, where we
have more control over the registers.

What Do We Want To Do?

At first sight, invalid memory read bugs are not
exploitable. Indeed, they cannot modify the course
of execution in the same manner as the two previous
cases. But in fact, because they may influence
branching at some point, or otherwise read unexpected
values (think: an offset where to later on write data...),
they are very much of interest.
As we will see, they are also really precious in that
they allow for writing much more reliable exploits when
they are controlled and allow us to read arbitrary bytes
from the address space, hence gaining knowledge of
the mapping of the binary, and ultimately bypassing
ASLR when using a second bug (of either previous
types).
In theory, reading relevant data (such as passwords?)
directly, for instance with a format string bug in a case
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Listing 1a. Injecting a small shellcode forcing the process to call fork
/*

}

*
* force a process to fork()

/*

*

* prepare child to perform a fork

* returns the pid of the offspring

*/

*
*/

// save registers

int mk_fork(pid_t pid){

if(ptrace(PTRACE_GETREGS, pid,NULL,

&regz)){

void *target_addr;

perror(" [!!] mk_fork: ptrace

struct

user_regs_struct regz;

struct

user_regs_struct regs;

struct

user_regs_struct regz_new;

(PTRACE_GETREGS)");
exit(-1);
}
if(debug_flag)

int status;

printf("saved eip=%08x\

siginfo_t si;

n",(unsigned int)regz.eip);

struct w_to_x_ptr *tmp4;
int newpid;

memcpy(&regz_new,&regz,sizeof(regz));

int fork_ok=0,offspring_ok=0;
// find a place +X in memory
// already tracing calls to fork() ?

tmp4 = w_to_x_first;

if(!tracing_forks_flag){

target_addr=0;

if(init_tracefork(pid) < 0){

while (tmp4->next != 0) {
if((tmp4->function_

perror(" [!!]

mk_fork: ptrace (init)");

start)&&(tmp4->valid)){

exit(-1);

// valid function prologue in

X zone ? good enough for us :)

}
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target_addr= (void
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Listing 1b. Injecting a small shellcode forcing the process to call fork
*)tmp4->dst;

kernel bug ! thx @ #busticati :)
break;

if(ptrace(PTRACE_SETREGS, pid,NULL, &regz_

new)){

}

perror(" [!!] mk_fork: ptrace

tmp4 = (void *)tmp4->next;

(PTRACE_SETREGS)");

}

}
if(debug_flag)

if(!target_addr){

printf(" -->> executing fork

stub at new eip=%08x (%d)\n",

printf(" [!!] Didn't find a

place to inject shellcode !!\n");

(unsigned int)regz_

new.eip,ptr_to_perms((int)target_

exit(-1);

addr));

}
/*
// backup content at addr

* Continue ptracing untill we get both a

getdata(pid, (int)target_addr, backup_

* SIGTRAP (parent) or SIGSTOP (child)

buff, 20);

*/

if(debug_flag){

fork_ok=0;

printf(" -->> backedup

original bytes at 0x%08x\

offspring_ok=0;

n",(int)target_addr);

while((!fork_ok)&&(!offspring_ok)){

hexdump(backup_buff,20);
}

t));

// replace with fork_stub shellcode

ptrace(PTRACE_GETREGS,

pid,NULL, &regs);

write_data(pid,(int)target_addr,fork_
stub,10);

ptrace(PTRACE_SETREGS,

pid,NULL, &regs);

// execute fork_stub
regz_new.eip=(int)target_addr+2;
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memset(&si, 0, sizeof(siginfo_

ptrace(PTRACE_CONT, pid, NULL,

//

NULL);
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Listing 1c. Injecting a small shellcode forcing the process to call fork
waitpid(-1,&status,P_ALL); //

any pid

printf(" -->> attached to

offspring with pid:%ld\n",

ptrace(PTRACE_GETSIGINFO, pid,

NULL, &si);

(long int)newpid);

if(debug_flag){

offspring_ok=1;

printf("Received

signal from tracee\n");

}

printf("signo:

}

%i errno: %i code: %i\n", si.si_
signo, si.si_errno,

si.si_code);

/*

}

* Clean up the mess
*/
if(verbose_flag)

// parent ?
if(si.si_signo == 5){

printf(" -->> Restoring both

processes:\n");

if((verbose_

flag)&&(!fork_ok))

// clear signals

printf(" -->> debugged process

if(verbose_flag)

survived fork()\n");

fork_ok=1;

n");

}

printf("

** clearing signals\

memset(&si, 0, sizeof(siginfo_t));

// offspring ?

ptrace(PTRACE_SETSIGINFO, pid, NULL, &si);

if (status >> 16 == PTRACE_

EVENT_FORK) {

ptrace(PTRACE_SETSIGINFO, newpid, NULL,
&si);

ptrace(PTRACE_

GETEVENTMSG, pid, NULL, (long)
&newpid);

// restore data

ptrace(PTRACE_

if(verbose_flag)

SYSCALL, newpid, NULL, NULL);

if(verbose_flag)
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printf("
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FOCUS
where the libc was compiled without %n write primitives
is possible. This is much more seen in kernel land
though, where the kernel doesn’t have such a write
primitive.

Triggering Indirect Invalid Memory Writes

Exploitation of invalid memory reads is different
altogether. What matters here is not control two registers,
but only one, the source operand. Once we manage to
have this source operand point to a location we control,
we can in fact control fully the destination register.
Assuming this is possible (and it many times is), how
do we take advantage of a controlled read? Ideally,
we’d like to trigger an invalid write somewhere later on
during the flow of execution.

Address Space Leakage (Defeating Aslr)

The latest technique used when having an arbitrary read
condition is to attempt to read data in order to detect the

layout of the mapping, and eventually bypass ASLR
when using a second (eg: controlled invalid write).
Every read is risky the entropy used for ASLR
(let’s remind that currently, only the heap and stack
have proper independent address mappings, the
randomness used in libraries being the same offset for
all of them) being bigger than the size of most sections
(but the heap if we control it), every such read is even
likely to fail.
We can think of two scenarios where we win:
•

•

the application attacked is a forking server that
doesn’t call execve() upon forking, example
applications include sshd and postfix in which case
we can bruteforce our reads much like with the
remote cookie bruteforce techniques.
We control the heap well enough to have a greater
probability of reading from it when reading from a
given offset in memory. Once found any address

Listing 1d. Injecting a small shellcode forcing the process to call fork
bytes\n");
write_data(pid,(int)target_addr,backup_buff,10);
write_data(newpid,(int)target_addr,backup_buff,10);

// restore registers
if(verbose_flag)

printf("

** restoring eip=%08x\n",(unsigned int)regz.eip);

if((ptrace(PTRACE_SETREGS, pid, NULL, &regz))||

(ptrace(PTRACE_SETREGS, newpid, NULL, &regz))){
//

perror(" [!!] mk_fork: ptrace (PTRACE_SETREGS 2)");
return -1;

}

return newpid;

}
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in the heap, we may read it back recursively, until
we find a marker or data of interest (eg: heap
metadata).

Implementation Details Of Pmcma.c

Mk_fork()
This is most probably the most awesome feature of the
debugger. At least, it is the one allowing most of the other
tests to work. All of the current debuggers have problems
when working with ASLR: once you got a crash, you
cannot save the whole state of the application, modify
some data, and then get back to the previous state.
VMware offers some kind of a similar feature by
recording all the changes made to an process space
from a given point. But for one, this is painfully slow,
but more importantly, you need to start recording from
a point you know in advance. For instance by using
a breakpoint. But how do you set the breakpoint right
before crash time without restarting the process in first
place.
The ideal scenario is to force a process to fork, this
has the advantage of allowing us work on the forked()
instance of the process, while not touching the address
space of the original process, which we can still use in
further testings!
Previous works have shown it was possible to use
ptrace to inject an arbitrary library inside the process’
address space. We don’t need that much, we’ll just
inject a small shellcode forcing the process to call fork,
and start ptracing the child.
Let’s see how this can be achieved: see Listing 1.
Now, we have a neat feature which allows us to
experiment multiple times on a given process without
having to track all of the memory accesses. Also keep
in mind that having the process simply forking is a much
faster way to achieve this.
The only thing which will differ between the parent
process and the offspring is the location of the stack.
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Since we are unlikely to attempt to trigger an invalid
read or write to/from the stack anyways (because once
again, its mapping is set independently and will hardly
possibly be guessed), this is not a major limitation.
In case the mapping of the stack was to be critical
for some non obvious reason, we could still remap it
manually using PTRACE_PEEKDATA.

Conclusion

The first part of the article was focused on the taxonomy
of invalid memory accesses, exploiting invalid pointers
exec, memory writes and reads. We’ve also started
describing the implementation details of pmcma.c, by
describink mk_fork(). The second part of the article will
begin with the continuing of the description of pmcma.c
implementation, focusing on attacking function
pointers, simulating arbitrary reads, detecting unaligned
memory accesses and finally automating analysis and
exploitation scenarios.

JONATHAN BROSSARD
Jonathan Brossard is a Security Researcher and CEO at Toucan
System
http://www.toucan-system.com
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STANDARDS

Common Database
Issues
To Look At In Penetration Testing

As companies look for more avenues to share and consolidate
their capital and operational expenses, the benefits in costs also
bring in associated security issues and the need for information
security professionals who provide Penetration Testing as a
Service.

I
•

•

•

n this context, testing for security issues at the
database level assumes the utmost importance.

database level, even collapsing database servers
into a single virtualized platform. While this gives
greater control for the enterprise computing, they
also add the risk of exposing potential secrets in a
single box for the hackers.

Unlike HTTP or FTP connections between servers,
which happen at that instance and don’t persist
permanently, database storage is persistent which
means that a hacker has all the time in the world to The above points highlight the fact that databases
compromise – not only the current transactions but need to be fully guarded against attacks. In this
historical transactions, too.
context, the following common database issues give
In following the best principles of Business hackers lot of potential openings to gain unauthorized
Intelligence a nd Data Management, typically access to the database.
databases
store
lots
of
metadata
(intelligence about the data itself), which
means any unauthorized access into the
database can yield more information for the
hackers. For example, assume that each
customer’s credit card information is stored
in a child table. By searching the metadata
stored in the data dictionary, a hacker can
narrow the list of potential tables holding the
credit card information and identify targets
more quickly.
Over the years, with data consolidation,
data virtualization and other industry
directions, databases serve as the hub of
all organizational information. The transition
has meant removal of disparate storage
of information and the consolidation at the Figure 1. Exposing internal database names
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Proper penetration tests against the databases
uncover these issues so that they can be remedied in
the software development phase and before database
systems go to production.

Exposing Internal Database
Names / Metadata during Exception Handling

This is common issue even in systems developed with
much investment and with an eye on security issues. Most
times software developers assume good data conditions,
but in practice bad data, locking and other unforeseen
issues may provoke database exceptions. When
exceptions happen, they may throw SQL error messages
on to the front end screens. These messages disclose the
internal database objects like table name, procedure name,
view name, or even the database identification information.
These messages are of no use to the typical end-user,
however the hacker might note the vulnerability and use it
to exploit the system or its underlying database.
This needs to be avoided, and the error messages
should be masked with more user-friendly error
messages while not allowing them to guess any further
information about the database. In addition, validating
the user’s inputs ahead of time and preventing the
exception when bad data is supplied by the client side
will be a better option than allowing the databases to
display SQL error messages to the user.

Unprotected Admin Access & Admin Passwords

While most systems build in security to protect
unauthorized access from its applications, sometimes it
is easy to get into a system with administrative privileges
through non-interactive recurring jobs. Most of the admin
level jobs run as shell scripts and cron jobs in the back
end. These jobs typically run with the same privileges as
a database administrator (DBA), which means that these
jobs have highest authority on the database.
However these database user names and passwords
may be exposed in parameter files as free text, which
means if any hacker gains access to them, these
databases can be accessed from anywhere. What’s
worse is that these user names have highest authority
on the databases which means the entire security of the
database can be compromised.
It is ideal to run the batch jobs and admin level jobs
with a wallet security or operating system securities or
the assumed security of scheduling tools. This ensures
that no user name and password credentials are kept in
parameter files and open to attack.

Too Much Exposure To Meta Data

Over the years, best practices in database development
have promoted standard naming conventions, common
06/2011 (6) October

STANDARDS
SQL Injection / Exposing Query
Manipulation

This is a well-known problem of allowing the user’s
inputs collected during HTTP calls to be used
directly in a SQL query. Due to this issue, a hacker
familiar with all the techniques of how a database
is queried can manipulate the inputs to change
the behavior of the SQL and thereby hack the
database.
My earlier article on SaaS & SQL Injection
details how SQL Injection can be exploited in a
multi-tenant database. No penetration tests would
be complete without examining potential SQL
injection attacks. The good news is that most of the
automated penetration tests detect and report on
SQL Injection.

Figure 2. Code level �xes (SQL injections

data dictionaries, and comments about a column’s
usage as part of the metadata.
While this is a good practice for developers, this also
gives the hackers an easier way to figure out the data
they wanted. An example of this is a sensitive table
named CREDIT_CARD with a column called CARD_NUMBER and
the next column called PIN. While there could be other
school of thoughts, avoiding obvious metadata about
sensitive information and storing them elsewhere could
be worthwhile in today’s security considerations.

Not Encrypting Sensitive Data

Most of the databases that store PII (Personally
Identifiable Information) and financially sensitive
information may not have encrypted these information
and allow them to be seen as free text.
We should ensure as part of penetration testing
that all sensitive information is encrypted with desired
algorithms and the key for encryption and decryption is
not easily guessable. There may be a small performance
degradation due to encryption layering, but this is less
bothersome than losing important information.

Not Having Fine-Grained Security

Fine-grained security is about ensuring that every user
of the application can see only the data that the user is
authorized to see. However in many a database query,
especially reporting and ad-hoc tools, there are no
controls to keep the user from querying the data outside
of their boundaries. With the cloud platform and multitenancy architectures such as ASP gaining momentum,
not preventing the user from accessing others’ data will
be one of the bigger threats to the database.
All the avenues to query the data outside of user’s
authorization boundaries need to be identified and
tested as part of penetration testing.
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Summary

As stressed earlier, database-related vulnerabilities
constitute a major portion of the threats to the
organization’s information assets. As evident some of
the above type of attacks are common and they needed
to be avoided in the run-time environment with better
input checking, exception handling, and hiding specific
messages that would disclose technical or business
metadata. All the penetration tests should target these
vulnerabilities so that the information assets of the
enterprise are protected. Penetration testing plays a
major support in that context.

SRINIVASAN SUNDARA RAJAN
Srinivasan Sundara Rajan works at
Hewlett Packard as a MASTER Solution
Architect. His primary focus is on enabling
SOA through Legacy Modernization for
Manufacturing Industries. He has worked
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COLUMN

The Art (And
Necessity)
of the On-Site Social Engineering Audit
It’s a dismissive refrain made by security professionals that I’ve
overheard throughout my career; “anyone can social engineer.”
To a degree they are right. Anyone can, and for that matter, does
social engineer on a daily basis.

T

he three year old who throws a temper tantrum
until they get that ice cream cone is social
engineering its parents (usually successfully
from my unfortunate observations). Even calling in sick
when you are, in fact, going to the ballgame is social
engineering in its most basic form. So it’s true, most
people can schmooze and manipulate others into doing
their bidding, but it’s a matter of scale.
Most people can run, but few can run well competitively.
You may consider yourself a great social engineer (SE)
because you were able to get an employee to change
their password over the phone by posing as someone
from internal security (and yes, that chestnut still works
to this day). But how successful would you be attacking
your target company’s information security team?
Better yet, how would you do if you weren’t just trolling
your target over the phone, but instead were on site,
trying to talk your way into an ultra-high security data
center’s clean room?
When it comes to on-site social engineering
engagements, that’s when people start playing in the big
leagues, and I can tell you from personal experience, it’s
a skill that most people don’t have. I’ve seen many the
skilled phone manipulator balk in the parking lot of their
target, knees shaking and lips trembling, even when
they know there’s no negative consequences if they get
caught (unless of course they forgot their get out of jail
free letter from the target’s management). When the veil
06/2011 (6) October

of anonymity is removed, and the easy escape of just
hanging up the phone goes away, lots of eager SE’s
quickly lose their zest for the engagement.
Back in the 80’s and 90’s, on-site SE attacks were
usually the most effective in terms of information
gathering, since the amount of information on the
Internet was still fairly limited. Most companies had yet
to embrace the technology fully. There was no Google
Earth, and commercial satellite imagery was expensive
to purchase. Lexis Nexis was around, but even then the
amount of information available, while extensive, was
a pale comparison of what is available now. The phone
was still used to glean information from the target, but
if you wanted the real goods, you made a trip down to
the client’s site.
With the overabundance of information sources
proliferating the web today, very few security
professionals now perform on-site social engineering
attacks in order to gather information. There’s another
reason for that too; most clients don’t want to pay for the
additional work, since on-site attacks are increasingly
pitched as optional add-ons in security audit proposals,
rather than as part of the core body of work. As such,
many social engineers have never been exposed to on
the ground engagements, and are limited in their skill
sets to performing attacks over the phone.
This trend is particularly troubling, as physical
security and social engineering awareness is a major
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component of a holistic and effective information
security environment. All the logical controls in the
world are useless if an attacker can walk into a “secure”
building, schmooze his way into being logged in to a
hardened system, and then walk away with critical
information. Sadly though, few, if any audit standards
require social engineering reviews, and instead focus
on whether or not physical controls are in place to
prevent unauthorized access. This approach is hard to
understand, since every other level of the information
security audit process requires their controls to be
tested for efficacy (hence the annual penetration test).

nuggets of information in the form of me complaining
(mildly), while pretending to be an employee from
a remote office yielded access to my target. After
all, how would I know these things and have these
complaints if I weren’t an employee? Similar sites
include insidebuzz.com and jobitorial.com; and even
forums in Vault.com and Salary.com can yield valuable
insider information.
Once you’ve got the corporate culture profiled, try to
get as much information as possible about the technical
infrastructure of your target. While the various job
boards are fantastic sources of data for this phase,

Figure 1. Highlights of various points of interest. Note only 4 visitor spaces, location of the guard shack,
activated bollards, and area where fence isn’t hardened

Setting up the on-site visit

Before you even think of setting foot on site, you need
to do extensive research to create a dossier. When
complete, this file will contain every relevant piece of
information about the company that you can possibly
glean. Who are the high level executives and managers
within the company? What is the corporate culture? Are
people happy working there? What technology is in
use there? What acronyms or nicknames are used for
projects, applications or physical locations? Any insider
information you can glean is potentially useful.
To get information like this, Glassdoor.com is a
favorite source of mine. I recently profiled a target
using the site, and learned several things that I was
able to leverage into a successful attack. Employees
were, for the most part, not happy with their pay; there
was lots of lateral movement within the company, but
little to no upward mobility; and employees at a recent
acquisition made on average 25% more money than the
company’s other employees. Being able to drop these
06/2011 (6) October

LinkedIn is the motherlode. Employees routinely outline
projects they’ve worked on, hardware or software they
use, and other nice bits of information, as well as links
to other co-workers, whose profiles in turn help build out
your picture of the company even further.
Next, get to know the physical layout of your target
site (Google Earth/Maps), and do a detailed survey of
the facility. If you see a secured facility with employee
parking and a separate visitor parking area, that will
give you an idea of how many employees you can
expect to encounter in the facility, as well as how
frequently they get visitors. If there are 100 employee
spots, and 3 visitor spots, that tells you that they do
not receive many guests. This usually means they
are not set up well to handle unexpected visitors (an
advantage to you).
Identify any loading bay entrances that may be
unguarded. They are a great way to slip into facilities
undetected. Are there any areas of defense that are
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COLUMN
open to exploitation? I was recently able to identify
critical breaks in a facility’s fencing by using Google
Earth and Google Maps Street View. What was
touted online as a hardened facility ringed by an
impenetrable fence, in fact had a break on one of the
adjacent cul-de-sacs. No doubt the local residents
balked at having a prison grade fence ringing their
property, so it was replaced in that section with a
basic wooden fence, fitted with a decorative trellis
on the top, making for a nice handhold to assist an
attacker in scaling it. Ironically, this break in the fence
was also at the point which was the shortest distance
from the perimeter fence to the data center’s loading
bay area. If you were going to make an attempt to gain
access undetected, this would be the place to launch
your attack.
Next, discover as much as possible about your
target’s security infrastructure; this will be invaluable
when you arrive on site. From spending a few hours on
the web, I was able to identify a target’s badge type, the
badge layout, facility codes, knew the locations of their
mantraps, security guard shacks, motion sensors, and
so on. Surprisingly, the target company had promotional
videos on their website, including one showing many
of these security precautions in place! By freezing the
video and going through some segments frame by
frame, I was also able to see the CCTV monitoring
center’s screens, and thus identify the effective
coverage areas of their cameras.
Surprisingly, much of the information I gleaned about
the security systems wasn’t culled from the target
company, but rather from the vendors who provided
the technology to them. For example, the access badge
manufacturer used the company as one of its case
study success stories, informing the reader not only
the type of cards the company was using (including
encoding format), but that the cards granted access
to all of their their facilities worldwide. Good to know!
Other sources, such as the archives from sites like
datacenterknowledge.com yielded valuable information
on the company’s various data centers, including very
esoteric information that could be used in establishing
credibility.
A search of flickr.com and smugmug.com can yield
another bonanza of actionable intelligence. Looking
at photographs from a recent target company’s
functions and parties gave me great views of several
badges, facilitating the harvesting of names, employee
numbers, and even an access barcode. This allowed
me to create a fake badge, realistic enough to fool
security personnel or receptionists. It also created yet
another reference point, as I could now refer to those
events portrayed online, while dropping the names of
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some participants, something only people there would
(supposedly) know.
Finally, search the online databases such as
radioreference.com and interceptradio.com for the
radio frequencies and call signs of the security guards
(very important to monitor while you are on-site!).

The Cold Call Versus Pre-Arranged Visits

Once your preparation is complete, you have a critical
decision to make; you can show up unannounced,
or can set up the visit ahead of time with a form of
pretexting. Both have advantages and disadvantages.
With a pre-arranged visit, there is always the
opportunity for you to be discovered ahead of time. The
obvious countermeasure to this is to keep that window
of opportunity as small as possible; I recommend less
than a day.
The advantage to pre-arranging your visit is that you
will have already gained a level of trust with the target,
otherwise they wouldn’t have made the appointment
with you. This pre-clearance is especially effective,
since anyone else other than the initial contact will
assume you’ve been properly vetted. Common ruses
include identifying yourself as a technician, in which
case you are coming on-site to address an active issue,
or you can pose as an auditor, with an urgent need to
clear up some discrepancies. You can be a reporter
with a deadline to meet, coming on site to do a story
about your target’s technology. Whatever the ruse, it
should have a sense of urgency and immediacy to it.
On the other hand, arriving cold turkey has the
advantage that the target has no time to prepare and
is caught off guard. If you’ve done proper preparation
work, you will schedule your visit to coincide with a time
when your contact/client within the company is not on
site, and not reachable by phone (preferably in the air
or on vacation). Email out of office notifications are a
commonly used tool to identify actionable windows of
opportunity, as are Twitter and Facebook.
I like to ensure my verifier won’t answer their phone
while I’m on site, and to do this I often will have an
associate repeatedly call the contact’s phone with a
fax machine. It doesn’t take long before they shut their
phone off for at least 15 minutes, assuming it’s a misdialed fax. To increase your chances of success, arrive
at the facilities around closing time. Your flight was
delayed, surely somebody is there that can help you.
Your nerves are frazzled and you just want to get this
work order over with.
If my verifier can’t be reached by the target company,
they will either decide to allow me in (success), or tell
me to return the another day. If the latter happens, it is
usually fairly easy to neutralize.
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Express exasperation, then acceptance – you’ll have
to fly back to Des Moines (or some other far flung place
from whence you came) and reschedule for next month
– you’re fully booked until then. No matter – can they
call a taxi to take you back to the airport? I have yet to
have a target not relent at that point, when they realize
that they might be responsible for project delays and
even worse, unnecessary expense.
The disadvantage to arriving unannounced is that
sometimes they quite simply won’t (or can’t) let you in.
You also are creating a barrier to entry due to the fact
that your unexpected appearance will naturally draw an
added level of scrutiny to you. Again, if you create the
sense of urgency, combined with a good pretext and a
cool demeanor, you should be able to overcome most
resistance.

Passive Versus Active On-Site Information
Gathering

Having physical access to a building yields obvious
advantages, even in a passive manner. Just a few

billboards welcoming that day’s scheduled visitors
(usually by name and company). Even the magazines
in the lobby will often yield employees names and
job title on the mailing labels. You can also scan the
environment to identify other information about the
company’s security posture. Is CCTV in place, are the
cameras fixed or PTZ? Do employees wear badges,
and if so what can you glean from them? Are the
employee names on them? Do they display a barcode
or photo? Job title? Do they use biometrics or mantraps
at their entrances? Are there guards on duty? Are
couriers received at the front desk or are they sent to a
shipping area?
As you can see, it’s very easy to start to quickly
gather actionable intelligence just from passive
observation of your environment. Lists of employee
names to be dropped in conversation, vendors that
can be spoofed, even information about systems can
be gleaned. If you see on the visitor list that a systems
engineer from HP is on site, you can pretty much
assume that there is HP gear or software in the facility.

Figure 2. Behind the data center the fence is much more inviting

minutes of observation in a reception area can yield you
information that can be leveraged in an attack, all without
raising suspicion. Most companies have a check-in sheet
for all visitors, with a surprising number still using lined
paper with all that day’s visitor names, name of the person
they are there to see, the company they are with, and
the time of their visit. The check-in sheet alone is usually
worth its weight in gold in the competitive intelligence
world, and is almost as valuable to the penetration tester.
The receptionist will usually have a name plate on her
desk, and many reception areas even have electronic
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You also have just developed a new attack vector in
the systems engineer; you can contact them posing
as an employee from the target company (possibly
even the person they were visiting) and indirectly do
information gathering that way. If the systems engineer
has remote access to the system they are working on,
even better!
While passive information gathering is perfectly fine, you
will usually get more results if you escalate to an active
attack. If you can schmooze, or sneak your way inside the
facility, you can almost always unearth a treasure trove of
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COLUMN
information and weaknesses in security. I remember once
wandering the halls of a target when I came upon three
garbage bags filled with paper, and with a note taped to
them that read TO BE SHREDDED. Needless to say I
grabbed the bags and made for the exits. That’s the sort of
opportunity you can’t encounter when performing a phone
based attack or sitting in a lobby.
Active attacks can range from placing sniffers or
copying drives, to actively breaking into secured areas.
The more active you are, the higher the chance of your

is by far the most disarming factor a SE can use when
interacting with their marks. I always attempt to make
any target laugh within the first 15 seconds of the
initiation of an encounter. The power of laughter cannot
be emphasized enough.
If you can make them laugh, you have made a major
penetration through the social/authoritative barrier.
People psychologically have a harder time distrusting
somebody who makes them laugh. Stand-up and
improv training can help you develop impromptu jokes,

Figure 3. Note the empty guard shack, deactivated bollards, and con�rmation of only 4 visitor parking
spaces

being discovered, but with this risk comes the increased
chance of you being able to perform a devastating
attack successfully. Be aware of your surroundings and
you should be fine.

How to prepare mentally for on-site attacks

Acting classes, improvisational comedy, or standup comedy are great ways to get your chops up for
generating disarming banter and thinking on your feet
real time. Believe me, once you’ve sweated it out in front
of a drunk, hostile and unpredictable comedy crowd a
few times, throwing attitude to a hesitant security guard
or receptionist will come naturally. Otherwise you run
the risk of performance anxiety, which in turn can doom
your efforts when your knocking knees give away your
nervousness.
Of course you might be one of the naturals, who
doesn’t mind blindly throwing himself into potentially
uncomfortable situations. I’ve been doing on-site
reviews for 22+ years, and stand-up comedy even
longer, and I still get that queasy feeling in the pit of my
stomach before I walk into a target.
The best social engineers are great data miners,
actors, and perhaps most important, are funny. Humor
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which is a skill that can get you out of particularly sticky
situations.
Practice your opening lines out loud. Get comfortable
with your story; know it inside and out. Make your
pretext as bulletproof as possible, and try to think of all
the ways it can go bad, then address those issues with
other pretexts or excuses.

How To Interact With Your Targets

One of my most effective opening lines to date is to
introduce myself to the target and ask how they are
doing. When they respond in kind by asking me how
I am doing, I say I’m overworked and underpaid. A
laugh, followed by there’s a lot of that going around is
the usual response, and boom, a connection is made.
Every laugh you solicit strengthens the subliminal bond
you are trying to create.
Whenever you are speaking with your targets, use the
phrase we as much as possible. It subliminally creates
yet another bond between you. We, we, we, we, we
– I want you to say we so many times that you will feel
like one of the Five Little Piggies. When you are lying/
begging your way in, be sure to look the person in the
eyes. It is a common misconception that people avoid
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eye contact when they lie, so exploit that. If you’re in a
jam and you need to be convincing, look them in the
eyes!

Who To Target?

As an attacker you have an advantage, and that is that
most people suffer from the it would never happen to
me complex. They assume that social engineering
only happens on TV, that they or their company are
not important enough to be targeted, and that even if
somebody did try to play them, that they’d spot it a mile
away.
Unfortunately, the reality is quite the opposite. I’ve had
people that I successfully social engineered tell me after
the fact that deep down they’d had doubts, yet overrode
those instincts, usually because of one or more of the
deadly three reasons above.
Marketing people are always ripe for the picking,
especially if you are posing as a writer/reporter there
to give them ink. Sales people typically make great
targets as well, since they are usually well-versed in the
company’s infrastructure and products, usually have
remote access to at least sales systems, and very often
demo systems, and most important, are eager to make
a sale. If you pose as a potential customer, you’ll be
amazed at how accommodating they will become.
Surprisingly, Information Security people are also
good targets, since they seem to suffer most from the
hubris complex. If you are on-site posing as an auditor
for a potential customer, or as a vendor doing a routine
upgrade to one of their security devices, you can have a
surprisingly good chance of success.
Never come on site without a specific target in mind.
That target can be a system or a person, but just
showing up and hoping for the best is a recipe for failure
at worst, and mediocrity at best. If you have a target
in mind, you will at least have built up a solid body of
knowledge about that particular part of the company.
Even if that target is removed when you arrive on site,
the preparation you did profiling it will still aid you in your
efforts to penetrate the company.
In the end, whoever you target, the key to a
successful attack almost always boils down to this: if
you look, speak, and act like you belong there, people
will assume you belong there.

SHANE MACDOUGALL
Shane MacDougall is a principal partner at Tactical
Intelligence, an information gathering and InfoSec consulting
�rm. He has been a professional penetration tester since 1989
and is a Defcon Black Badge holder for social engineering. He
can be contacted at shane@tacticalintelligence.org.
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Interview with

David Vaughn

David Vaughn is a decorated military combat veteran with HP’s
Cyber Defense Alert center, part of the Security and Privacy
Professional Services group. As a Senior Cyber Security Analyst,
he is considered as an accomplished Information Security
Professional with more than 13 years of information security
experience in both Federal and Commercial Domains. David
has managed personnel, provided lead technical oversight for
incident response and countermeasures, performed network
assessments, penetration tests, and provided onsite and remote
security consulting across a diverse portfolio of HP Clients.

Tell us a little bit about how you got involved
in the field of Information Security?

David Vaughn: I was first introduced to Information
Security right out of High School. I was hired by S1
Technology in Norcross, GA during the birth and boom of
online banking solutions. That was my first professional job
in IT Security, but even before that, I was always keen on
technology. I took an interest in computers and networking
when I started my freshman year of high school.

You have wide variety of experience in various
security areas, what are your strengths and
how do you keep your skills up-to-date?

DV: My greatest strength in all things is the support of
my family. Without my family I couldn’t afford the tolls
or distance that all of the training and work experience
require. Next would be my ability to learn, and work under
extremely stressful environments. I can easily handle
working unusually long hours consistently without affecting
my performance. This is a skill set that I have learned from
my military training that has certainly complemented my
civilian career. To keep my skills up-to-date I am very lucky
to work for a company that cares about the professional
development of its personnel. I typically have an annual
budget for training from HP, and I still receive quite a bit
of training through the United States Army Reserves.
I spent six months away from HP this year completing
an advanced course focused on Cybersecurity at the
Ft. Gordon Cyber Leader College. This course pushed
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me through six SANS courses where I was allowed to
complete the following GIAC Certifications: GSEC, GCIH,
GCWN, GCNA, GCIA, GPEN, and GCFA. This program
was probably the most challenging one that I have ever
had the privilege to participate in.

You work for HP’s Cyber Defense Alert Center.
What exactly does the team do and what role
do you play?

DV: My role within HP’s Cyber Defense Alert Center
is extremely flexible, and I belong to a dynamic team
of talented individuals. My job is to provide consulting
internally, externally and onsite for our clients, both in
the public, and private sector. I enjoy working with our
analysts in the Cyber Defense Alert Center who provide
various monitoring functions and capabilities, just as
much as I enjoy being onsite and working with a client.
The best part of my position is that there is always
something different to do.

You have worked in Federal government
and Private sector. What are some of the
distinguishing features of both domains?

DV: Most of my work in the private sector is or can be tied
to the federal government. I think the primary difference
between the two involves communication and how it
flows. In my experience, communication is usually more
restrictive in the federal sector with an emphasis on
completing the task/design as originally stated. In the
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private sector, adaptations to the original requirement/
design can be made much quicker. I believe this is primarily
because the primary concerns of each sector is different.
For example, the private sector is concerned about cost
and return on investment, where as in my experience, the
government it is more focused on availability, reliability
and mission accomplishment. There is a significant cost
difference between those two models.

You manage security personnel on a daily
basis. Jobs such as Incident Response can
be highly stressful resulting in low retention
rate. How do you keep your team’s morale up?

DV: Although I am not a people manager in my current
position with HP, I have had the honor to lead and manage
careers within my military roles and responsibilities.
Morale is extremely important to efficiency, and to keep
morale up I always try to be an active listener. I listen
to my peers and subordinates alike, appreciating the
value that each person brings. And I always try to lead
by example. I also acknowledge their contributions to
mission success in any way I can that is appropriate
to the level of commitment and contribution exhibited.
Fortunately in both the commercial and civilian sector, I
have not seen a very high turnover rate.

When you are hiring people for security roles
what are some of the qualities you look?

DV: My contributions to any potential hiring decisions
are based solely on real world experience and the value
a potential candidate could bring to the organization.
Certifications are nice, but anyone can pass a test.
Another important factor is people skills; a candidate
might be an expert, but if he/she cannot present and
adapt a presentation based on the audience, or has no
ability to work in a team, then generally that candidate
would not be a good fit.

Information Security is a collective term
of various areas such as BCP/DRP, Risk
Management, Network Security etc. In what
areas are today’s best career opportunities lie
for security professionals?

DV: Cybersecurity is a buzz word that is seen everywhere.
I find it a bit humorous that non-technical people, usually
management level folks, feel that there should be that
one person on their team that can cross train and cover
all aspects of Cybersecurity, I see a lot of opportunities
in Reverse Malware, intrusion detection, and Incident
analysis. These disciplines can be costly to maintain a
tight skill set, but generally seem to be rewarding. I never
have really enjoyed the policy making, BDP/DRP building
aspect of security, but I have enjoyed stress testing and
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validating them for clients. People ask me all the time
what it is I like most about my job, and that is the hardest
question to answer, because I love everything. I enjoy
new challenges, and I enjoy working with technology. I
would encourage any professional to find something that
is fun and challenging to avoid getting stuck in a field
they do not like. Maintaining a good networking circle is
certainly an asset for communicating information, and
professional development.

With the advent of Lulzec, Anonymous and
Stuxnet attacks and Wikileaks, how has the
cyberthreat landscape changed in the past 23 years?

DV: I personally don’t feel that the landscape of cyber
threats has changed that much, more so the ability to
communicate, or over communicate the affects of these
attacks. Stuxnet is probably the first new cyber threat in
many years, and even it was a collection of already used
attack vectors, neatly packaged into a cyber weapon. I
think many IT security professionals would agree that
there have not been many new attacks, just new ways
to use older exploits. With the advancements in social
media, our adversaries’ ability to amplify sympathy for
their cause has gotten greater, but so has our ability to
use these same tools to spread information amongst
ourselves as professionals as well as providing better
more concise information and training to the end user.

How are you involved in the information
security community and why is it important
for security professionals to network?

DV: I have enjoyed maintaining a low profile. I have been
fortunate to gain knowledge and training from some of this
industry’s greatest subject matter experts. Going forward
I hope to start providing the same mentorship to up and
coming IT security professionals based on the same level
of trust, reliability, and technical capabilities as the industry
leaders I look up to today. I regularly participate in events
like Cyber Patriot, and Cyber Guardian, which are aimed at
providing training and mentorship to young professionals.
I am also an active member in High Technology Crime
Investigation Association, Infragard, and I am the
Education Manager for the Raleigh ISSA Chapter.

US Federal Intelligence agencies have a
mature and a highly sophisticated approach
toward security, what can private sector
learn from Federal agencies to mitigate some
highly-level risks?

DV: I have been researching over the last year how
accepted the Letter Grading System was when it
was first implemented in the food service Industry.
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Initially it wasn’t widely accepted or enforced, and as
a result it is believed that 50 percent of all food-borne
illnesses resulted from dining in dirty environments.
Within the first few years of implementation of the
Letter Grading System, it was shown that food borne
illness and deaths were reduced by 23 percent. I
think a system similar to the Letter Grading System
should be in place for Cybersecurity, and companies
that do business online should be required to adopt
it. Initially it could implemented with government sites,
and contractors doing business with government, then
followed by banking, healthcare, and private sector. I
do not feel that a system like this would be the end all
of cyber threats, but at least a consumer would know
the cybersecurity posture of a company they were
considering doing business with. If a consumer visited
a website (i.e., www.bankonline_example.com for the
banking industry) and saw that their cybersecurity
posture grade was less than substantial, they probably
wouldn’t choose to do business with them. This could
prove to be a driving force for that company to invest
in the proper controls and risk mitigations. You could
have various levels of grading for different areas of
compliance like PCI, HIPAA etc.. To avoid conflicts, a
grading system like this could be managed or enforced
by the Department of Homeland Security or another
recognized governmental body .

You have a long list of certifications after
you name. What is your objective behind
accomplishing all these certifications and
what keeps you motivated?

DV: The primary reason for my certifications is
compliance. Since I am a Signal Warrant Officer in the
United States Army Reserve, many of my responsibilities
fall under certification requirements covered by DoD
Directive 8570.01. Also by obtaining the certifications
I have, I feel like I am demonstrating that I have the
basic skills required to understand and work within that
discipline. Since information security can be broad,
I have spent the last five years trying to find the area I
liked the most. As a result I ended up acquiring multiple
cross-platform certifications. It was never my intent to
be that guy with all the letters behind my name, it just
happened with time. My favorite certification would
have to be the GIAC GCFA, I had Chad Tilbury as my
SANS instructor, and learned a lot from him.

You have plenty of certifications under your
belt and more than a decade of industry
experience. There is always a debate if
certification can replace industry experience
and vice versa. What are your thoughts on that?
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DV: Well, I am mixed on this debate. Certifications are a
great validation of a BASIC understanding of the subject
matter covered by a given certification. Only true hands
on experience in that career field discipline should truly
be used as a decision factor on whether someone is a
subject matter expert, but with our work with the federal
sector, due to DoD Directive 8570.01 contractors now
must have personnel with specific certifications to be
involved in specific contracts or bids. So in that aspect
having certifications is critical to business relationships
with clients, but I certainly do not believe that having a
ton of certifications makes, or verifies that you are an
expert.

For all the veracious book readers, can you
recommend some of your favorite security
related books?

DV: Hands down my favorite book right now is Coding for
Penetration Testers by Jason Andress and Ryan Lynn.
I was fortunate enough to get a chance to read it before
it was released, and I think this book is excellent. I plan
on writing a review. Another great book I purchased
recently was Metasploit: The Penetration Tester’s
Guide by David Kennedy, Jim O’Gorman, Devon
Kearns, and Mati Aharoni. This book is very informative
for beginners and advanced users of Metasploit.

Who are some of the Information Security
“celebrities” you follow (on twitter, facebook,
etc..)

DV: My list is huge, but I have had the absolute privilege
to learn from Mark Baggett (@MarkBaggett), who
definitely is one of the most patient mentors I have ever
had. Ryan Lynn (@sussurro), I have enjoyed getting to
know him personally and consider him a friend. Another
close friend is Dillon Beresford (@D1N), a game
changer in the SCADA industry. His work with NSS
Labs is keeping Siemens on their toes. Chad Tilbury
(@chadtilbury) is an excellent mentor and instructor for
anything forensics. I not only follow him on Twitter but I
also am an avid reader of his blog. I like John Strand’s
(@strandjs) new Naked TV series that he does with
Pauldotcom. Last but not least would be Joe McCray
(@j0emccray) with Strategic Security, for helping me
with the basics, and pushing me to lose my dependency
on the GUI, it has been a difficult struggle.

ABY RAO
Aby Rao, CISSP, CISA, ITIL, Security+, ISO/IEC-20000
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